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Introduction 
It is well-known that the initial value problems for the symmetric hyper­
bolic systems ([9]) or conservation laws ([14]) describe the wave propagation 
processes, where no dissipation or dispersion of energy takes place. Efficient 
methods for solving such problems for linear strictly hyperbolic operators 
asymptotically in the case, when the initial data depend on a small param­
eter and are highly oscillatory (as the parameter vanishes), were indicated 
in [15], (see also [1], [11], [12], [17]-[21], and the references there). 
Actually, evolution processes in the wave propagation theory are charac­
terized by the loss and (or) dispersion of energy ([27]) and in some situations 
the coefficients in the dissipative or dispersive terms may be considered as 
small dimensionless parameters. The Burger (see, for instance, [22]) and 
the Korteweg-de Vries ([13]) equations are well-known mathematical mod­
els, reflecting these phenomena (see [16] as far as the Cauchy problem for 
the Korteweg-de Vries equation with a small dispersion term is concerned). 
In this thesis mixed initial-boundary value problems with coercive bound­
ary operators ([3]) are considered for the linearized Korteweg-de Vries equa­
tion affected by the presence of a small dispersive term, and some ideas put 
forward in [4] are worked out for this specific dispersive singular perturba­
tion. The singularities (in the sense of [2]) of the families of kernels, solving 
these problems, are investigated as the small parameter, characterizing the 
dispersion, vanishes, using the saddle-point method and the stationary-phase 
method. It turns out that the time-dependent singular perturbations simi­
lar to the linearized Korteweg-de Vries equation, which is dispersive in the 
case of the Cauchy problem, may lose this property on a finite interval in 
the space variable, becoming actually dissipative, the corresponding initial-
boundary value problem being well-posed only for the positive values of the 
time variable. 
Special attention is given to the eigenvalue problem for the singular 
perturbation on a finite interval in the space variable, which generates the 
singularly perturbed semigroup, associated with the corresponding evolution 
process (see also [5], [6], where this analysis has been initiated). Yet, for 
some dispersion terms, the dispersive nature of the corresponding singularly 
perturbed initial-boundary value problems is preserved on a finite interval 
(in the space variable) in the following sense: for a sequence of discrete 
values ep, ρ = 1 ,2 , . . . ,€ p —• 0 as ρ —• oo, of the small parameter € > 0, 
which characterizes the level of dispersion, exist purely imaginary simple 
eigenvalues А^(бр), 1 < к < Пр, and, moreover, their number Пр increases to 
infinity, as ρ —• oo. Thus a sort of a quantum effect takes place in this case, 
the quantization being expressed by the discrete values ΐ
ρ
, ρ = 1,2,..., of 
1 
the small parameter с > 0. These eigenvalues Ajt(fp), 1 < к < n
v
, exhaust 
the spectrum of the operator in the space variable, which generates the 
corresponding singularly perturbed semi-group, as tp —у 0 for ρ —* oo. 
Finally, a specific differential-finite difference approximation of the lin­
ear hyperbolic differential operator 9Xo + # X l is considered, and a similar 
analysis (investigation of singularities of kernels of the Green and Poisson 
operators and determination of the eigenvalues of the corresponding eigen­
value problem) is carried through. 
This thesis should be considered as a first step towards the investigation 
of the mixed initial-boundary value problems for linear dispersive singu­
lar perturbations of the form dt + P(x,t,e,edx)dx where P( i , i ,0 ,9
r
) is a 
strongly elliptic matrix operator ([24]). The final goal is a full understand­
ing of dynamical processes, described by mixed problems for the dissipati ve 
and dispersive singular perturbations of the quasi-linear conservation law 
systems. 
The thesis is arranged as follows. First, for the sake of completeness, the 
Cauchy problem for the linearized Korteweg-de Vries singular perturbation 
is considered in chapter 1, followed by the analysis of the mixed problem on 
a half-line in the space variable in chapter 2. In chapter 3, a similar analysis 
is carried through in the case of the mixed problem, when the space variable 
belongs to a finite interval. In chapter 4 a detailed asymptotic analysis of the 
eigenvalue problem for the singular perturbations in the space variable on 
a finite interval is presented, yielding the conclusions hereabove concerning 
the dissipative or dispersive nature of the corresponding time-dependent 
singular perturbations and the associated evolution processes. Finally, in 
chapter 5, a finite difference approximation is considered. 
The results, presented in this thesis, are published in [7], [8]. 
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Chapter 1 
The Cauchy problem 
This chapter is included in order to make the thesis self-contained. 




^ 1 ) u £ ( i o , x i ) = f(xo,xi), xo > 0, i i € R, 
(1.2) « t (0 ,x 1 ) = ^ ( i i ) , i i e R , 
where д
Хк
 = д/дхк, к = 0,1, the data ƒ and φ are supposed to belong to 
appropriate spaces and e G (0, to] is a given small parameter. 
Using the partial Fourier transform F^^,^, one easily finds the fun­
damental solution of the Cauchy problem for the singular perturbation on 
the left-hand side of (1.1), i.e. the solution £
e
( i o , i i ) of (1.1), (1.2) with 
f(xo,xi) = 0 and φ(χι) = ¿ ( i i ) : 
(1.3) £ t (xo ,Zi ) = ( 2 π € ) - ^ exp ( ^ " ^ ( χ ο , Χ ι , έ ι ) ) άξ1, 
where 
Κχο,χι,ξι) := ξι(χι - xo) - £?хо· 
The integral on the right-hand side of (1.3) being convergent in the usual 
sense for XQ ^ 0, it can also be expressed in terms of the Airy function (see, 
for instance, [26]). 
Using the stationary-phase method (see, for instance, [23]), one finds an 
asymptotic expansion for E
c
 in the region i i > xo, which exhibits a highly 
oscillatory behaviour of £ £ (xo,xi) : 













as e J. 0, 
3 
where OQ = (1/2) · тг"1/2 · 3 _ 1 / 4 · exp(i7r/4) and ajt € С, к > 0, can be 
computed explicitly. 
For i i < io, io > 0 the function £i —• (£^,/i)(io,xi,£i) has two zeros 
on the imaginary axis: ξ* = ± t n 3 i o ) - 1 (io - ^і)) · Writing ξι = a + iß 
we have: 
t7i(io, i i , ξι) = ß(xo -xi+ 3α2ΐο - ß2xo)+ 
+m(xi - io - α 2 ΐο + 3^2io). 
Let 
V :={6eC |Re( i / l ( i o , i i , í i ) )<0} = 
= {a + iß\ - ( і о Ч ^ о - х і + З а 2 ^ ) ) 1 ^ < β < 0} U 
1 / 9 
\j{a + iß\ß> (xö1 (io - n + За 2 іо)) }. 
One has: 
Im(i/i( io, i i ,6)) = 0, 
iff 
а = 0 or β = ± ((Зіо)"1(хо - xi + «2хо)) · 
Let 7 be the curve in the complex plane with the following parametrization: 
f(t) := t - i ((ЗхоГЧ^о -xi+ t2xo)) , t e R. 
One easily verifies that 7 lies entirely within V; the same is true for every 
segment [í;7(í)] := {Xt + (1 - X)l{t) \ 0 < A < 1}, t G R. Using Cauchy's 
theorem we find: 
££(хо,*і) = (2же)-1І exp (^"^(ΐο,Χι,^ι)) ¿ 6 = 
= (2n()-lJ exp (іе-Чі^хіМ*))) {dtl)(t)dt = 
= (2ne)-1 J exp Г-е" 1 ( ( З і о ) " ^ ^ - Χι + <2xo)) 
•((2/3)(xo-xi) + (8/3)t2xo))¿í, 
1/2 
the last formula being a consequence of the fact that the integral over R of 
an odd function is zero. Applying the saddle-point method, one finds in the 
case considered: 
(1.5) £ ( (xo ,x i )~ exp((-2/ (3V3)) f - 1 (xo-xi) 3 / 2Xo" 1 / 2 ) · 
. £> f c ( «o - , , ) - « 3 ' 2 » * - 1 ' 4 « ? ' 2 * - 1 ' 4 « * - 1 ' 2 аз с i 0, 
k=o 
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where 60 = (1/2)·π~ 1 / 2 ·3 - 1 / ' 4 and 6jt € R, к > 0, can be computed explicitly. 
Asymptotic expansions for derivatives of Et are obtained by differentiat­
ing formally the expansions (1.4), (1.5). Therefore we have for the singular 
support of E
e
 ([2], [4]): 
(1.6) sing supp E,. = {(ζο,^ι) € R+ x R | Χι > io}· 
Summarizing we have: 
Theorem 1.1 The fundamental solution Et of Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) 
is given by (1.3), its asymptotic expansion by (1.4) and (1.5) and its singular 
support by (1.6). 
The solution u
c




( i o , i i ) = / / E((xo- yQ,xi - yi)f(yo,yi)dyidyo+ Jo JR 
+ / Ε^χο,χι - уі)ф(уі)ауі. 
JR 
In order to get a posteriori estimates we use the following Sobolev spaces: 
for m G Ν , τ > 0, define (see, for instance, [10]): 
tf
m
,T(R+ χ R ) := {u 6 D'(K+ χ R ) | | | « | | m ) T < 00}, 
where the norm || · | |
m T is defined as follows: 
I M L T : = { Σ L L\eM-TXo)Dc'u(x0,xl)\2dx1dx0} 
H<m R + R 
(here α = ( α ο , α ^ e Ν 2 , | ο | = α0 + α ϊ , and Da = (-ідХо)ао(-ідХі)аі)· 
For (mo, mi) € Ν 2 , e > 0, define the spaces Я(
т 0 ) Т 7 1 1 ) ) 4 as the completion 
of C Q ^ R ) with respect to the norm 
N U
m
, ) , = { Σ Σ e2'/ Kd^Xxi)!2^}172 
(see [25] where these spaces have been introduced, see also [3] for the defi­
nition of the spaces -йы ) £ of vectorial order s for every 5 € R
3 ) . 
Now consider the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) with ƒ € Co 0 (R + X R ) 
and φ = 0. Substituting υ(χο,χι) = exp(-r io) " (xo,Xi) , g{zo,xi) = 
exp(-rxo)/(xo,Xi), where r > 0, ν is a solution of the following Cauchy 
problem: 
(1.7) {dXo + 9X 1 - e 2 ^ , +T)V{XO,XI) = ff(xo,xi), xo > 0, xj G R, 
(1.8) υ(0,χι) = 0, xi G R. 
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Denoting by IQV, log the extensions by zero for XQ < 0 of υ and g respectively, 
we have, as a consequence of (1.7), (1.8): 
(1.9) (dIO + dXi - e2^ + Γ)(/Ο»)(*Ο,*Ι) = (/ο0)(*ο,*ι), (*о,*і) G R 2 · 
Application of the Fourier transform to (1.9) yields: 
(i.io) (ito + «ίι - f2(t€i)3 + r)C4ío,6) = Q(fo,6), (&,6) e R2, 
where û((o.6) = ^(*ол)-*«оА) («(*ο,*ι)). Thus (1.10) yields: 
(1.11) M í o , ί ι ) = (i (ίο + 6 + f2í?) + ή " ' M í o , 6 ) · 
Note that ίο —• ΌΚίο,ίι) c a n ^ 6 extended analytically for Im ίο < 0, since 
τ > 0. As a consequence of (1.11) we have: 
ΙΜΙο,τ = I|V| |L2(R+XR) = IIMIÍ,»(R*) ^ T^WhgWviB?) = 
= '-
1Nb(R+xR) = '-1imio.r. 
Since u;(io,^i) = ^ " (^o»*! ) iS a solution of (1.1) with right-hand side 
Daf(xo,xi) and tu(0, Ji) = 0, we also have: 
| |Лви||о,т < τ-^Ι^/ΙΙο,τ for all α € Ν X N. 






Now consider the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) with ƒ = 0 and φ € C^(K). 
After the partial Fourier transform FXl^i we find for u(xo,íi) := 
'»i-»íi (U(XO,XÏ)) the following formula: 
u(zo,íi) = ^ i ) e x p ( - i í i ( l + е 2 І ? Ы , 
where ^ ( Í J ) = FXl^¡ {ф(хі)). For (α,/3) € Ν χ N we have: 
a?X«(xo,fi) = (-1)β(*"ίιΓ+0(1 + €2tfmi)exp(-ifi(l + e2f?)xo). 
Therefore one gets for r > 0: 
J™! \(d°ud^u)(x0,xl)\2ex?(-2Tx0)dx1dxo = 
6 
= ( г * ) " 1 Г f | (0£X«)(zo,6) | 2 exp(-2T*oKi¿ro = 
Jo JR 
= (2π)- 1 Γ í eí ( o + / í )(l +
 (ψ1γ
α\φ{ξ1)\^Μ-2τχο)άξ1άχ0 = Jo JR 
= (2π)-42τ)- 1 / £<"+«( 1 + εψ1γα\φ{ξ1)\4ξι = 
JR. 
= ( ^ Г Т ( 2Γ ) <2кІ
к
№?0+кФ)(*№і· 
Thus one has: 
inç .M.r = (2Г)-1 Σ f 2,α ) ^iiö^ViibiR). 
fc=0 \ / 
Taking the sum over all (α, β) G Ν χ Ν with α + β < τη we get: 
(1.12) |MU,T = (2Г)-1 Σ Σ ( 2Γ ì ^ R r ^ l l b d t ) · 
a+/?<m*;=0 \ / 
One easily verifies that there exist constants Ci > 0, Сг > 0, which do not 
depend on φ G C Q ^ R ) , f G (0,1] and are such that 
(1.13) СгМЦ^^К Σ Σ f 2Г i í2 fcll^+fc*(R) < 
Combining (1.12) and (1.13) we conclude that there exists a constant С > 0, 
which does not depend on φ G C Q ^ R ) , f G (0,1], τ > 0 and is such that the 
following two-sided estimate holds: 
c-'mkmamu < ^ і м к т < c\mim,2m)it. 
We have proved the following result: 
Theorem 1.2 For the solution и of the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) with 
f G QT'tR.f X R), Φ € ^ ( R ) í/te following estimate holds: 
I M k r < ¿Mr- 1 ) ! / Ik r + r-1 / 2 | |0| |(m ,2 m),£}, 
where the constant Ci > 0 does noi depend on f, φ, τ > 0 and e G (0,1]. If 
f = 0 one ateo Λα«: 
І М к т > С2Г- І / 2 |М|(
т
,2т). (, 
иЛеге <Ле constant Сг > 0 does noi depend on φ, τ > 0 and f G (0,1]. 
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Next we show the following convergence result: 
Theorem 1.3 Assume that 
ƒ G Ll
c
 ([0, oo), tf3(R)) , φ € Я 3 ( К ) . 
For « t the solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1), (1.2) and UQ the solution 
of the corresponding reduced problem with € = 0 the following estimate holds 
uniformly with respect to e > 0: 
||ω£(χο, ·) - uo(xo, OIIL^IU, ) ^ ^ 2 ' 
where the constant К > 0 may depend on ƒ, φ and XQ, but not on e. 
Proof. The partial Fourier transform FXl-t^l yields: 
«£(a;o,£i)= ƒ exp (tfi(l + €2f J)(îto - xo)) f(vo,Ìi)dyo+ Jo 
+^(6)exp (-¿6(1 + e2tì)xo), ^o > 0, ft € R, 
«o(*o,6)= / ехр(г6(уо-а:о))Луо,6МУо+ 
JO 
+<¿(C1)exp(-iíiio), io > 0, 6 € R, 
where ΰ(ΐο,ίι) = ^χι-ίι («(^ο,^ι)), «(^) = ^
Γ ι
_ { ι (υ( ΐ ι ) ) . 
Now we have: 
\\u¿Xo,-)-Uo(Xo,-)\\L2{fixj) = 
= (2π)- 1/2 | | ίί£(ΐο, ·) - йо(а;о, ОІІІ^ІЦ, ) < 
< (2K)-W\\ Г (exp (¿6(1 + t4ï)(yo - *о)) + 
Уо 
-exp(i'íi(í/o - a;o)))/(í/o,6)¿yo||L2(R{l)+ 
+(2 ?г)- 1/ 2 | | (exp ( -¿6(1 + í2tf Ы - ехр(-ібхо)) ^ ( 6 ) І І ^ ( а < 1 ) < 
< (гт)-»/2 / Х 0 | | (ехр (¿6(1 + €262)(Уо - *о)) + 
Jo 
-exp(¿6(í/o - io))) /(3/o,6)lk2(Rti)<fyo+ 
+(2π)- 1 / 2 | | (exp ( -¿6(1 + e2tf Ы - exp(-¿6xo)) ШіШцк^) = 
8 
= ^ r W ГЦ (exp (¿6(1 + e4î)(yo - ю)) - exp («6(î/o - ^о))) · Jo 
• (»f2í?(yo - xo))"1 · ^ ?(Уо - *o)/(lto,íi)||Lí(Rtl)¿!to+ 
+(2,г)-1/2€2 || (exp (-¿6(1 + е 2 6 2 Ы - exp (-¿fi*o)) · 
< e2 (j[XO(io - îtoîlK^, Л(Уо, OII^R.jdyo + «oH^^ll^dU,)) · 
For the last inequality we used the fact that | і - 1(ехр(гх) — 1)| < 1, Vx 6 R. 
D 
Remark. For the singular perturbation 
(1-14) d
xo
 + dXl + f
2
^ 
the fundamental solution E~(xo, xi) has as its singular support (in the sense 
of [2]) the set {(χο,χι) € R2 | xo(xi — xo) < 0} and has the asymptotic 
behaviour similar to (1.4) and (1.5) for xo(xi — xo) < 0 and xo(xi — xo) > 0 
respectively (see also [4], [5] and Example 3.8.15 in [6]). Thus from this 
point of view there is not much difference between Ec and E~ as far as the 
Cauchy problem is concerned. 
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Chapter 2 
The mixed problem on the 
half-line 
Consider the following singularly perturbed initial-boundary value prob­
lem: 
(2.1) (dXQ+dXl-e2dli)u(x0,x1) = f(xo,Xi), х0 > 0, xi > 0, 
(2.2) ^ 0 , 1 , ) = φ{χι), zi > 0 , 
(2.3) u(xo,0) = φι(χο), xo>0, 
(2.4) (d I 1u)(io,0) = 2 Ы , i o > 0 . 
We write the solution u£ of (2.1)-(2.4) in the following form: 
«£ = G{ f + Н
с
ф + Pifo + ^ а, 
where Gt, Ht, Ρ} and Ρ* are integral operators. In this chapter we are going 
to determine the kernels of these operators, their asymptotic expansions as 
e I 0 and their singular supports. 
Consider the equation: 
(2.5) ih + X - e 2X 3 = 0, 
where € > 0, fo € R. Equation (2.5) has three roots / ÍJ(€,^O)(1 < j < 3) 
where Re(/ii(£,£o)) = 0,Re(^2(e,ío)) < 0 and Ке(/хз(с,^о)) > 0. Multiply­
ing equation (2.5) by f yields: 
€H,(e,fo) = Mj(l,c&). 1 < J < 3, О 0, fo € R, 
or equivalently 
Mj(c,fo) = е" / 1 , ^ о ) , 1 < j < 3, € > 0, £„ € R. 
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We will write /ÍJ(ÍO) instead of /*,·(!,£o)· 
First we are going to determine the kernel of the operator Pf and its 
asymptotic expansion as £ J. 0. This kernel is also denoted by P*. Therefore 
consider problem (2.1)-(2.4) with ƒ = 0, φ = 0, ψι(χο) = ¿(xo)»^ = 0. 
Extending the solution Ρ,1 by zero for XQ < 0 the extension IQP^ is a solution 
of the following Cauchy problem: 
(0*o + à*i - e^XWYXafo,*!) = 0, XQ € R, χι > 0, 
(l0P})(xo,Q) = S(xo), xoeR-, 
(dXl(loP}))(xo,0) = 0, xoGR. 
After the partial Fourier transform FXo->£0 the function 
xl^(FXo^0(loP}))(b,xii 
is found to satisfy a third-order linear ordinary differential equation with two 
prescribed boundary values at Χχ = 0. Since the characteristic equation of 
this differential equation is (2.5), which has two zeros with non-positive real 
part and one zero with a positive real part, there is a unique tempered dis­
tribution solution of this boundary value problem. After the inverse Fourier 
transform РГУ>
Х
 we get for P} the following formula: 
(2.6) P£1^o,xi) = (2x€)-1· 
• ί / μζίξο) (μ2(ξο) - МіЕЫГ^хр {€~1{μι(ξο)χι + i'&xo)) άξο+ 
-Ι μι(ξο) (Mío) - М Ы ) - 1 е х Р ( ¿ " Ч М Ы х і + t&xo)) άξο) , 
ίο > 0, χι > 0. 
The corresponding operator is defined by 
rxo 
(Р}фі)(хо,хі)= / Р}(хо-Уо,Хі)Ф\(Уо)<Іуо. 
Jo 
Now we are going to determine the asymptotic expansion of /^(ΐο,Χι). We 
write 




= (27Гб)-1 J /ijtfo) (/*2(ίο) - MiiÌo))-1 exp (ε-^μ,ί^ο)*! + ifo*o)) <%, 
#(*о, :г і) = 
= -{2*e)-lj μ!(ίο) (μίίίο) - /íi(ío))"1 exp ( с - ^ Р г Ы * ! + *ío*o)) <%· 
Using the substitution о^ = —ο—α3 and observing that μι (Co) = і&, ЦгіСо) = 
-(1/2)(ία + (3α2 + 4) 1 / 2 ), one finds: 
(2.7) Rl(xo,xi) = 
= (гтге)"1 / μ2(ίο)(μ2(ίο) - μι ί ίο)) - 1 · 
JK 
•exp (e - 1 (μι(ξο)χι + ϊξοΖο)) ¿ξο = 
= pire)-1 J ((За 2 + 4) 1 / 2 + га) ((За 2 + 4 ) 1 / 2 + Зіа)" 1 · 
•(1 + За 2 ) exp (ге_1 (α(ΐι - io) — а3э:о)) ¿а. 
Note that the phase function in the second integral on the right-hand side 
of (2.7) is the same as the one in the integral on the right-hand side of (1.3). 
Therefore using the same argument as in chapter 1, one gets for Ä] the 
following asymptotic expansion as e [ 0: 
(2.8) Äi(xo,xi)~< 
' 2Re (exp ( ( -2 / (3^3)) ¿ е " 1 ^ ! - xo)3 / 2 iô1 / 2) 
• ^a n (xo ,x i )€ n - 1 / 2 ] for io < Χι, 
η=0 / 
exp ( (-2/(3^)) с-Чхо - XifW'2) • 
οο 
•^¿„(xo,xi)eT,"1 /2 for xo > xi, 
η = 0 
where 
αο(*ο,*ι) = (1/2) · З - 1 ' 4 · ехр(г'7г/4) · τ " 1 / 2 • xj · χ" 5/ 4 · (χχ - χ ο ) - 1 / 4 
• [ З - 1 / ^ * , - χο) 1 / 2 - (3χο + χ , ^ Ρ 1 / 2 ^ ! - χο) 1 / 2 - (Зхо + хі) 1 / 2] 
*ο(*ο,*ι) = (1/2) · З- 1 / 4 · тг- г .
 Xl . Χ-*Ι* . ( Ι ο _ Χχ)-4*. 
•[(Зхо + χ ι ) 1 / 2 + 3-1/2(χο - χ,)1/2][(3χο + Χ!)1/2 + V'Hxo - ι , ) 1 ' 2 ] " 1 
- 1 
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It will be shown that 5£
1(zo,xi) has no contribution to the asymptotic ex­
pansion of Pf(xo, i i ) . In order to do so we observe that equation (2.5) with 
t = 1 has no multiple roots for £o φ ±2t/(3-\/3). Therefore £o —* /*2(£ο) is 
an analytic function for |Im£o| < 2/(3\/3) and we may write: 
(2.9) 5£1(io,ari) = 
= -(г™)" 1 / μι(&)(Μ2(&) - μι(ξο))-1· 





•exp (е - 1 (μ2(ξο)χι + »'ío*o)) ¿ίο, 
where 0 < τ < 2/(Зл/3), since lim max Re(/í2(r + tí)) = -oo. With 
'
v
 ' |Т|—ооО<і<т v v 
ξ0 = η + ir (2.9) becomes: 
•S'£
1(a:o,a;i) = 
= ^ T f ) - 1 exp i- f -^ io) ƒ μι(ί/ + tr) (^(τ/ + ir) - ^(rç + i r ) ) - 1 · 
•exp (б - 1 (μ^η + ir)2;i + i^io)) ¿η. 
Since Re (/Í2(»7 + ir)) < Ο,Υτ; 6 R and lim Re(/í2('? + »")) = -oo, one 
hl—oo 
finds: 
¿•^(χο,ΐι) = О Гб~1ехр(-€ -1гіо)) as f J. 0. 
Noticing that for XQ > x\ > 0 one has: 
( 2 / ( 3 v / 3 ) ) ( x o - i i ) 3 / 2 x ö 1 / 2 < ^ o , 
choosing r sufficiently close to 2/(3\/3) and using the last asymptotic re-
lation for S ' , one comes to the conclusion that P*(x0,xi) has the same 
asymptotic expansion as R](xo,xi) given by (2.8). Furthermore one has 
again: 




 is defined by 
rxo 
(P?U2)(xo,xi)= / P?(xo -Уо,Хі)ір2{Уо)ауо, 
Jo 
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where P?(xo,xi) is the solution of (2.1)-(2.4) with ƒ = Ο,φ = Ο,^ι = 
О, ^ ( я о ) = δ(χο). Proceeding in the same way as we did in order to deter­
mine P}(xo,xi), we find: 
(2.11) P?(x0,x1) = 
= (2π)- 1 ƒ (μ^ξο) - М Ы Г 1 exp (f- 1 (μι(ίο)ίι + ¿6>*о)) ^ ο + 
-(27Г)-1 ƒ ^ ( f o ) - ^ ( ί ο ) ) - 1 exp ( е - 1 (/*а(&)ая + *'&*o)) ¿ίο 
and the following asymptotic expansion: 
' 2 Re (exp ((-2/(3^5)) i e ' ^ - x0fl2x-il2) · 
•¿c„(*o,*i)« , , + 1 / 2 ) for *i > *о 
n=0 / 
exp ((-2/(3V^)) €-4x0 - X i ) 3 / V / 2 ) · 
oo 




coixo, xi) = З- 1 / 4 · ехр(гт/4) · л - 1 / 2 · ц • χ- 3 / 4 · ( ц - χο)" 1 / 4 · 
• [ - З 1 / ^ * , - χο) 1 / 2 + (Зхо + » ι ) 1 ' 2 ] " 1 , 
do(xo,xi) = З- 1 / 4 · т - * · Χ! · χ- 3 / 4 · (ю - х і)" 1 / 4 · 
. [ З ^ х о - х О ^ - К З х о + Хі)1 '2]"1· 
Again one has: 
(2.13) sing supp P 2 = {(xo,xi)e R ^ x R 7 | x o < XI} · 
The operator Я£ is defined by 
reo 
(Н(ф)(хо,хі)= / Ні(хо,х1,у1)ф(у1)ауи Jo 
where Я ((хо,хьУі) ¡s the solution of (2.1)-(2.4) with ƒ = 0, <Д(хі) = 
¿(xi - Уі), νΊ = 0, ф2 = 0. Setting 
Я((хо,хьЗ/і) = ^ ( Χ Ο , Χ Ι - Уі) + ^(хо,хі,2/і) 
14 
where Et is the fundamental solution given by (1.3), i/t is found to satisfy 
















- I РДіо - Уо,а:і)£е(з/о, -yi)dyo+ 
JO 
[х° 
- / Рдяо - »ο,ϊιΧοχ,^ΚΐΛ)» -y\)dyo· Jo 
In order to get an asymptotic expansion of Я
е
 we have to use (1.4), (1.5), 
(2.8), (2.12) and the asymptotic expansion of dXiEc, which is similar to 
(1.4), (1.5). If Xi — yi > Xo then the asymptotic behaviour of £ t(io,a:i — 
yi) as e | 0 is oscillatory, while the integrals on the right-hand side of 
(2.14) are exponentially small, since Et(yo,-yi) and (dXlEe)(yo, -yi) are 
exponentially small. I f i i - j / i < XQ then £ t( io , ^і—Уі) is exponentially small 
as € I 0, but the integrals on the right-hand side of (2.14) are asymptotically 
negligible compared to Et(xo,xi — j/i), given that the following inequalities 
hold: 
(xo - xi + î / i ) 3 / V / 2 < (so -У0- *i) 3 / 2(xo - Уо)-1/2 + (3/0 + Уг)3/2УОФ 
for 0 < yo < XQ - Xl, 
(x0 - xi + yi)3 / 2xö1 / 2 < (î/o + Уі)3/2Уо 1 / 2 f o r χο-χί <Уо< zo-
Indeed, the second of the inequalities is obvious, while the first one is readily 
obtained using the following inequality: 
(2.15) (a - ßfl2{t - Ζ?)"1/2 + (β +
 Ί
)3'2β-1'2 - (α + 7 ) 3 / 2 < - , / 2 > О, 
for 7 > 0, 0 < β < а < t. 
Inequality (2.15) is shown as follows. 
Introduce: 
ƒ(<) := (a - ßf^t - /Î)-1 /2 + (β +
 7 ) 3 / 2 / Γ 1 / 2 - (a + 7 ) ^ - 1 / 2 for t > a. 
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Then: 
(dt m) = 
= -(1/2)(α - ß)3'2(t - β)-3/2 + (1/2)(α + 7 ) 3 / 2 r 3 / 2 = 
= ( l /2 ) r 3 / 2 (¿ - /?)-3/2{-ί3/2(α - β)3/2 + (t- β)3Ι2(α + η)3/2} = 
= ( l /2 ) r 3 / 2 (¿ - ß)-^2{-(ta - tßfl2 + (ία + ίη - aß - βη)3'2} > 
> 0 , 
since (ία + Í7 - aß - βη) - (ία - tß) = 7(ί - β) + ß{t - α) > 0. 
Furthermore one has: 
lim f(t) = a-ß + (ß + γ) 3 / 2 /?" 1 ' 2 - (α + 7) 3 / 2<*- 1 / 2 · 
Let 5(7) := α - β + (β +
 Ί
)3Ι2β-ιΙ2 - (α + 7 ) 3 / 2 α - 1 / 2 , 7 > 0. 
Then one has: ƒ(<) > 5(7), Vi > α. 
One also has: 
( а д ( 7 ) = (3/2)09 + γ)1/2/?"1/2 - (3/2)(α + 7) 1 / 2 α- 1 / 2 = 
= (3/2){(1 + 7 Г 1 ) 1 / 2 - (1 + 7«- 1 ) 1 / 2 } > 0. 
Furthermore it is easy to see that lim (/(7) = 0. Therefore 5(7) > 0,V7 > 0, 
7І0 
so that f{t) > 0,Vi > a, which proves (2.15). 
Thus one reaches the conclusion that Ht(xo} хі,Уі) has the same asymptotic 
expansion as Ε{(χο,χι - Уі) : 
(2.16) #
c
( x o , i i , y i ) ~ 
2Relexp{ie-l<t>+(x0,xl-yl))Y^i>+(xo,xi - yi)efc 1,2 
\ fc=o 
for χι - yi > xo, 
~ < 
where 
exp (-e 1φ (χο,Χί - yi)) ^2ф
к
 (XQ,XI - J/i)f 1 / 2 
*:=0 
for I I - J/l < Xo, 
Ф
+(хо,хі) = (-2/(3vG))(ii - хо)3/2хоФ 
φ-(χο,χι) = (2/(3VS))(*o - Xi)3/W/2 
ФПхо,хг) = M * i - «0)-(3/2)*-i/4Ä(i/a)*-i/4 
^ ( « 0 , « l ) = 6*(*0 -
 X l ) - (3/2) . - l / 4 l ( l /2) f c - l /4 
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and where the α*,ο* are given by (1.4), (1.5). 
Thus: 
(2.17) sing supp H
c
 = {(XQ, χι) e R+ x ЩГ | i i > yi + XQ}· 
The operator d is defined by: 
rxo roo 
(2.18) (GJ)(xo,xi)= / H((xQ-yo,xi,y1)f(yQ,yl)dy1dyo. 
Jo Jo 
Summarizing we have proved the following result: 
Theorem 2.1 The solution ut of (2.1) — (2.4) can be written in the form 
u, = GJ + Н
е
ф + Ρ/Vi + P?4>2, 
where the kernels of the operators Ht,P} and P£2 are given by (2.14), (2.6) 
and (2.11) respectively, their asymptotic expansions by (2.16), (2.8) and 
(2.12) respectively, and their singular supports are described by (2.17), (2.10) 
and (2.13) respectively. The operator G
c
 is defined by (2.18). 
Remark. For singular perturbation (1.14) the mixed problem in the quarter-
plane {XQ > 0, Xi > 0} is not well-posed uniformly with respect to e > 0, 
since the corresponding characteristic equation 
ίξο + X + e2X3 = 0, & € R, 




The mixed problem on a 
finite interval 
Consider the following singularly perturbed initial-boundary value prob­
lem: 
(3.1) (д
Х0+дХ1 - (2dl)u(xQ,x1) = f{x0,xx), xo>0,xieU = (0,1), 
(3.2) ti(0,x1) = ^ ( i 1 ) , ii e и, 
(3.3) u(io,0) = ψι(χο), z o > 0 , 
(3.4) (dx.wXxo.O) = iki(zo), *ο > 0, 
(3.5) (ÔX1 u)(xo, 1) = >з(*о), xo > 0. 
We write the solution u{ of (3.1)-(3.5) in the following form: 
щ = GVJ + ЯУф + Р\ ф
х
 + Р^фг + pWrk, 
where Gj7, Я ^ , P¿'u (1 < j < 3) are integral operators. In this chapter 
we are going to determine the kernels of these operators, their asymptotic 
expansions as € j 0 and their singular supports. 
First we consider the following problem: 
(3.6) (a«, + 0», - c2^,)«(*„,*i) = 0, xo > 0, ц < 1, 
(3.7) u(0,x1) = 0, xi < 1, 
(3.8) (dXlu)(x0,l) = 6{x0), x o > 0 . 
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The solution of (3.6)-(3.8) is given by 
(3.9) i?(*o,*i) = 
= (2т)- 1 ƒ Ы б О Г 1 exp (e" 1 Ы & Х * ! - 1) + ifoxo)) ^ о , 
xo > 0, χι < 1. 
Substituting η = /¿з(£о) ^ nd using the fact that 
(^о/*з)(&) = і ( з Ы & ) ) 2 - і ) " 1 , 
one finds: 
J f (*o,*i) = (Зті)- 1 ƒ Tf W - l)exp (f- 1 (T?(XI - 1 - *o) + i73«o)) ^ , 
where the curve 71 is given by the parametrization 
ξο^μ3(ξο) tto€R). 
For every ξο € R there is exactly one ρ € R such that: ρ3 + ρ = ξ0. 
Thus the equation ¿£o + M ~" M3 = 0 is solved by μ — —ip or μ = ±(1/2)· 
•(3/>2 + 4)1/2 + (l/2)i/i. Thus: 
^ з ( Ы = (1/2КЗр2 + 4)1/2 + (1/2)г>. 
A new parametrization of the curve 71 is given by: 
71 : τ -» (3r2 + I) 1 / 2 + ¿r, r € R. 
Define the curve 72 in the complex plane by the parametrization: 
72 : r - ((l/3)xö l(*o + 1 - xi + r2xo))1 / 2 + ir, т € R. 
For |r | large enough we have: 
I / T T W - l)exp (e"1 (τ;(χι - 1 - x0) + ι,3ΐο)) άη\ < 
•'[7г(т),-»і(т)1 / / 
/•(Зта+і)1/2 , / , .о ч г 
< /
 1 / 2 ( ί 2 + г 2 ) " 1 / 2 ( (3(ί2 - r 2 ) - l) + 36í2r2 ) · 
• exp (f-1^!! - 1 - i 0 + í2x0 - 3r2xo)) dt < 
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< 4 | r | - 1 (3r 2 + 1) /
 t n exp ( ε " 1 ^ ! ! - 1)) dt = 
= 4е\т\-1(3т3 + ΐ χ χ ! - I ) " 1 (exp ( е " 1 ^ ! - l)(3r 2 + I) 1 / 2 ) + 
- exp ( c - ^ ï i - 1) ((1/3)х?{х0 + 1 - «ι + г 2 х о ) ) 1 / 2 ) ) 
-+ О as | r | —• оо. 
Therefore we may rewrite (3.9) as follows: 
i f (χο,Χι) = {2ni)-lJ ^ ( З т ? 2 - ! ) e x p (б"1 (η{χ
ι
 - 1 - x 0) + ^ х о ) ) άη = 
= (Зт)" 1 / ((l/3)xö1(xo + 1 - *ι + r 2 x o ) ) " 1 / 2 · 
•((l/3)xö1(^o + l - i i + '-2xo) + r 2 ) ~ · 
• ((і/адЧі - *ι) + (і/зК"2(і - ^)2+ 
+ 2 x ö 1 ( l - x i ) r 2 + (8/3)r4 + 2 r 2 ) . 
• exp ^-f"1 ((1/3)хог(іо + 1 - *i + r 2xo)) 1 / 2 · 
• ((2/3)(xo + 1 - i i ) + (8/3)xor2)) dr, 
where we again used the fact that the integral over R of an odd function is 
zero. Application of the saddle-point method to this last integral yields: 
(3.10) і?(хо,«і) ~ exp ((-2/(3v/3)) e '^xo + 1 - xi)3'2xö1/2) • 
. f ; e n ( x o , x i ) € n + 1 / 2 a s € i 0 , 
n=0 
where 
eo(xo,xi) = (1/2) · З 1 ' 4 · τ'1'2 • (x0 + 1 - Xj)"3/4 · x " 3 7 4 · (1 - χχ). 
Now define Pl,u(x0ixl) as the solutions of (3.1)-(3.5) with ƒ = 0, φ = 
0, V\(xo) = ¿(xo), Φ] = 0 if j φ г, 1 < i, J < 3. Then we have: 
(3.11) P}'u(x0,xl)= Ρ€1(*ο,*ι)+ 
- П(д
Х1Р})(уо, l)P?'U(xo - yo,xi)dyo Jo 
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(3.12) Ρ?·υ(χ0,χι)= Р£2(*о,*1)+ 
- ¡Х\д
Х1Р?)Ы 1 ) ^ ( * ο - lto,xi)dlto 
(3.13)Ρ?· ι /(*ο,*ι)= i?(*o,*i)+ 
- ΠP?(yo,0)PÌ'u(xo - y0,xi)dyQ+ Jo 
- Г\д
Х1Р?)(уо,0)Р?'и(хо - yo,xi)dyo, Jo 
where Ρ* (1 < t < 3) are given by (2.6), (2.11), (3.9). Substituting (3.11), 
(3.12) into (3.13) we get: 
(3.14) ^ ( * ο , * ι ) = 
= P?(xo,xi) - J*" (P?(y
o




+Io Ίο0"' {^(У0^9*^*0 'У0' 2o' !) + ( ^ ^)(îO,0)· 
•(д
Х1 P?)(xo -yo- zo, 1)) dy0P?-u(z0, x^dzo = 





(x0-yo)P?· {yo,xi)dyo, Jo 
where 
A't(io,xi) = P?(xo,xi)+ 
-f" (P?(yo,0)P}(xo - yo,xi) + (dXiP?){yo,0)P?(xo - îto.xi)) dy0 
Lt(xo) = f (Р?{уо,0)(дх,Р})(хо - Уо, 1)+ 
+(a*,^)(îto.O)(d I1P»)(zo-!to,l))<to). 
The Volterra integral equation (3.14) has the unique solution P t3 , t /. Further-
more Ke(xo,Xi) has the same asymptotic expansion as P^(x0,xi). Indeed 
using the asymptotic expansions (2.8), (2.12), (3.10) and a similar expansion 
for θ
Χί
Ρ?, this statement is a consequence of the following inequalities: 
(xo + 1 - xi) 3 / 2 Xo 1 / 2 < (ito + l)3 / 22/o1 / 2 f o r xo - xi < Уо < »о, Уо > 0, 
(xo + 1 - xi)3/2Xo 1 / 2 < (ito + l)3/2tfo 1 / 2 + (xo - Ito - Xi)3/2(xo - ΐ/οΓ 1 / 2 
for 0 < yo < XQ - Χι < Xo, 
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where the first inequality is proved directly and the second inequality is 
exactly (2.15) with 7 = 1, a = XQ - χι, β = yo, t = so-
The functions ω"(ΐο,Χι), η = 1,2,..., defined by 








are asymptotically negligible compared to Kt(xo,xi). Indeed, using the 
asymptotic expansions of K^Pf^dx^Pl (1 < t < 3), this statement is a 
consequence of the following inequalities: 
(*o + 1 - *ι) 3 / 2*ο 1 / 2 < (ito + 1)3 / 2%1 / 2 + ( * + ! - xi) 3 / V l / 2 
for 0 < 20 < xo> 0 < j/o < i o - ^o, xo - Уо - zo < 1, 
(χο + 1 - « ι ) 3 / V / a < (Wo + 1)3/2Уо 1 / 2 + 
+(xo - Уо - zo - 1)3/2(хо - ito - Zo)-l/2 + (zo + 1 - Χ ι ) 3 / 4~· 1 / 2 
for 0 < ZQ < Χο, 0 < yo < XQ - ZQ, 1 < XQ - yo - ZQ. 
The first inequality is proved in the following way: If ZQ = XQ the inequality 
is immediate. If ZQ < XQ, then introduce the function 
Л * і ) := ( y o + l ^ y o ' ^ ' + í ^ o + l - x i ^ ^ ^ ' - ^ o + l - x O ^ X o " 1 7 2 (xi < 1)· 
We have: 
(dXl ƒ)(*,) = - ( 3 / 2 ) ( г о + 1 - x i ^ V ' 2 + ( 3 / 2 ) ( i o + 1 - xi) 1 / 2Xo" 1 / 2 = 
= - ( 3 / 2 ) ( l + (1 - χχ^οψ2 + (3/2)(l + (1 - xi)xö1)1/2 < 
< 0 for xi < 1, 
since ZQ < XQ. Therefore: 
/ ( i i ) > U m / ( i i ) = (jto + 1)3/2Уо I / 2 + ZQ - xo = 
χι Π 
= ((Уо + I W 1 ) 1 7 2 ^ + 1) + zo - xo > 
> yo + 1 + zo - xo > 0. 
The second inequality is proved by using (2.15) twice: first with 7 = 1 — 
Χι, β = ZQ, a = XQ - yo - I, t = XQ - yo, secondly with 7 = 1, β = yo, a = 
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io -xi,t = XQ. Since P?'u(x0,xi) = A' ((io,xi) + ^^(χο,χι), we reach 
n = l 
the conclusion: 
Р?'и(хо,χι) has the same asymptotic expansion as ^ ( I Q . ^ I ) as e | 0, the 
latter being given by (3.10). Moreover the singular support of P ( 3 , t / consists 
of just one point: 
(3.15) sing supp P?'u = {(0,1)}. 
P*'U (i = 1,2) are given by (3.11), (3.12). Using the asymptotic expansions 
of P*,dXlP* (i = 1,2) and P?,u and the following inequalities: 
(io - * і ) 3 / 2 * о 1 / 2 < (*о - i/o + 1 - * і) 3 / 2 (*о - ί/ο)-1/2 
for XQ > x-i, 0 < yo < XQ, yo < 1, 
(xo - xif'W'2 < (Уо - 1)3/2Уо"1/2 + (^о - Уо + 1 - xi)3 / 2(xo - Уо)-1/2 
for xo> χι,Ο < yo < xo, Уо > 1, 
(the first being proved directly, the second being inequality (2.15) with 7 = 
1 — i i , β = io — yo, et = io — 1, t = io), one comes to the conclusion: P¿'u 
has the same asymptotic expansion as P* for e j. 0 (t = 1,2), given by (2.8), 
(2.12). 
Thus: 
(3.16) sing supp Ρ}·υ = sing supp Ρ?·υ = {(ΐο,ΐι) G KT x F | ю < i i } . 
The integral operators P*'U, 1 < i < 3 are defined in the following way: 
(3.17) (Ρ''υΨ,)(χο,Χι) = ГР^ІХО - УО.ХІШУОУУО-
Jo 
The solution Η^χο,χι^^οΐ(3.1)-(3.5)with ƒ = 0, φ = <5(ii-yi), φ, = 
0, 1 < i < 3 may be written in the following form 
(3.18) Я£с /(іо,а:і,Уі)= E((xo,xi - Уі)+ 
rxo 
- / Et(yo, -yi)P^u(xo - yo,xi)dyo+ Jo 
tXQ 
- I (dXlEc)(yo, -уі)Р?'и{хо - yo,xi)dyo+ Jo 
rxo 
- / {dXlEf)(y0,1 - y^P^ixo - yo,xi)dyo, Jo 
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where Et is defined by (1.3). Using the asymptotic expansions of Et,dXlEc 
and Pi'U (i = 1,2,3) and the following inequalities: 
(*o - xi + У і ) 3 / V / 2 < (¡to + î/ i)3 / 2 î /o1 / 2 
for X0> Χι -yi, XQ- χι <yo< xo, Уо > 0, 
(io - xi + î / i ) 3 / V / 2 < (2/0 + Уі)3/ 1 / 2 + (*о - Уо - * i ) 3 / 2 ( z o - Уо)- 1 / 2 
for Х0 > Χι - yi, 0 < yo < XQ - Χι, 
(xo - i l + Уі) 3 / 2 *о 1 / 2 < (*o - Уо + 1 - i i ) 3 / 2 ( i o - УоГ 1 / 2 
for i o > i l - Уь 0 < yo < i o , Уо < 1 - Уь 
(Ю - * і + Уі) 3 / 2 іо" 1 / 2 < (Уо - 1 + Уі) 3 / 2Уо" 1 / 2+ 
+ ( і о - Уо + 1 - ΐ ι ) 3 / 2 ( ΐ ο - Уо)" 1 / 2 
for io > i i - у ь 0 < j/o < i o , Уо > 1 - Уь 
one finds that Я
€
1 / ( І О , І І , У І ) and £ £ ( i o ,x i — Уі) have the same asymptotic 
expansions as e j 0. The first and second inequalities have been proved in 
chapter 2. The third inequality is proved straightforward and the fourth 
inequality is (2.15) with 7 = 1 — i j , β = XQ — yo, a = XQ + Уі — 1, t = XQ-
The singular support of Я 4
І / (хо, і і ,у і) is given by: 
(3.19) sing supp H? = { ( ΐ ο , ΐ ι ) € R+ x U \ XQ < Χι - yi] 
and the corresponding integral operator H^ is defined by 
(3.20) ( Я ^ Х ю . ц ) = / Я ^ Ю . І Ь У І Ж У І М У І · 
Ju 
The integral operator G^ is defined by 
(3.21) {Gif)(xo,xi)= H^(xo-yo,Xi,yi)f(yo,yi)dyidyo. 
Jo Ju 
Summarizing we have proved the following result: 
Theorem 3.1 The solution u
c
 of (3.1) - (3.5) can be written in the form 
ut = G
u
tf + Η"* + P ^ V i + Л 2 ' а >2 + i ^ i f e , 
where the operators С^,Н^,РІ<и(\ < j < 3) are respectively defined by 
(3.21), (3.20) and (3.17). Kernel P?'U{xo, i i ) is the unique solution of Volterra-
integral equation (3.14) and ¿is asymptotic expansion is given by (3.10). The 
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kernels Р*'и (j = 1,2), solutions of (3.11), (3.12), have their asymptotic ex­
pansions given by (2.8), (2.12) and kernel H^(xo,xi,yi) is given by (3.18), 
its asymptotic expansion is given by (2.16). The singular supports of the ker­
nels pi'u(xo,xi)(l < j < 3) and Я£с /(хо,іьУі) a r e respectively described 
by (3.16), (3.15) and (3.19). 
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Chapter 4 
The eigenvalue problem 
Here the eigenvalue problem for the stationary part of the operator 
(3.1)-(3.5) is considered, where, for the sake of convenience, a normalizing 
factor 1/3 is introduced. A different approach based on the general theory 
of coercive singular perturbations, has been used in [5] for the asymptotic 




 - (1/3)е2д^)и(х) = Ati(i), xÇU 
(4.2) ti(0) = (dxu)(0) = (З
х
и)(1) = 0. 
Eigenvalue problem (4.1), (4.2) is equivalent to the following singularly per­
turbed eigenvalue problem: 
(4.3) (со, - (l/3)€3a2)u(x) = μη(χ), xÇU 
(4.2) u(0) = (0r«)(O) = (ô«u)(l) = 0, 
i.e. A is an eigenvalue of (4.1), (4.2) associated with eigenfunction и iff μ = 
ίλ is an eigenvalue of (4.3), (4.2) associated with the same eigenfunction. In 
this chapter we are going to determine for all eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
of (4.3), (4.2) asymptotic formulae as с j 0. 
The solution of (4.3), satisfying the initial conditions и(0) = 0, (д
х
и)(0) = 
0, (dju)(0) = - с - 2 , is given by the following expression: 
(4.4) u(x)= [(Аз(//)-А2(М))ехр(£-1А1(/х)а;)+ 
+(Α1(μ) - АЗ(/І)) expíe"1 λ 2(/ψ;)+ 
+(λ 2(μ) - А1(//))ехр(С-1Аз(м)і)]· 
.[(Аз(м) - Α2(μ))(λ1(μ) - λ3(μ))(λ3(μ) - ^(μ))}-1, 
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where the λ,·(μ) (1 < t < 3) are the three zeros of the equation: 
(4.5) X - (1/3)X3 -μ = 0. 
For every χ £ U, the right-hand side of (4.4) is an entire function of μ. (For 
μ = ±2/3 equation (4.5) has multiple zeros and the right-hand side of (4.4) 
is defined by analytic continuation.) 
Differentiation of (4.4) yields: 
(d
x
u){x) = β"1 [Χ1(μ)(Χ3(μ) - А2(/х))ехр(е-1Л1(М)і)+ 
+λ2(μ)(λι(Μ) - λ3(μ))βχρ((-'ίΧ2(μ)χ)+ 
+Χ3(μ)(4μ) - Χι(μ))expie'1 Χ3(μ)χ)]· 
•[(Χ3(μ) - Χι{μ№Αμ) - λ3Μ)(λ2(μ) - Μμ))]" 1 , 
which is again, for every χ € U an entire function of μ. Substituting χ = 1, 
we reach the conclusion: 
μ is an eigenvalue of (4.3), (4.2) 
iff 
Ζ)(€,μ) := [λ1(μ)(λ3(μ) - Л2(М))ехр(е-1А1(М))+ 
+λ2(μ)(λ1(/ί) - Лз(м))ехр(С-1А2(М))+ 
+λ3(μ)(λ2(μ) - λ1(μ)) εχρ(£-1λ3(μ))]· 
•[(λ3(μ) - λ2(μ))(λ1(μ) - λ3(μ))(Α2(μ) - λ ^ μ ) ) ] " 1 = 0, 
where Ό{ί,μ) is an entire function of μ for every e > 0. 
Lemma 4.1 If μ 6 R, μ < 2/3 then 0(€,μ) φ 0 /or every e > 0. 
Proof. Let e > 0. First we show that D(e, μ) has no strictly negative zeros 
μ(€). For μ(ί) a real zero of £>(e, μ) exists a real-valued function u, solution 
of the eigenvalue problem: 
(ed
x





и)(1) = 0, 
satisfying the condition (^ω)(0) = 1. Since (д
х
и){х') = 0, χ' G dU = {0,1}, 
the mean-value theorem yields for some a Ç.U: 
[ (d2xu)(a) = 0 
\ (dlu)(y) > 0 for every y € [0,α). 
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Therefore: u(y) > 0 Vj/ € (0, a). 
Thus one finds: 
/i(c) Γ\u(x))2dx = Г (б(а
х
іі)(і) - ( l/3)e 3 (^ii)(i)) u(x)dx = 
= (1/2)€Κα)) 2 + ( 1 / 3 ) € 3 / β ( ^ « ) ( ^ ) ( ^ ) ( ^ ) ^ = 
Jo 
= (1/2)«(«(a))2 + ( l/6)e 3 ((a
r U )( a )) 2 > 0, 
so that for each real zero μ(€) of ϋ(ΐ,μ) one has: μ(6) > 0. 
If μ € [0,2/3) the zeros λ,(μ) (1 < i < 3) are real and may be ordered as 
follows: 
λι(μ) < - 3 1 / 2 < 0 < λ2(μ) < 1 < Аз(^) < З 1 / 2 , 
so that 
0(€,μ) = [(Аз(м) - λ 2( /ι))(λ 1(μ) - Лз(/х))(А2(м) - Α^μ))]-1· 
.[λ2(μ) (Лз(м) - λ ^ ) ) (expíf^Aaí/i)) - ехрС^^зС/х))) + 
+λ1(Μ) (Аз(м) - λ2(μ)) ( e x p í f - U ^ ) ) - expi^-'Aai/i)))] < 0. 
If μ = 2/3, then 
D(€,2/3) = - ( І / З ) ^ 1 expíe"1 ) +(2/9) ехрС-ге" 1)-(2/9) expíe"1 ) = 
= - ( І / З К 1 expíe"1) (1 + (2/3)е - (2/3)еехр(-Зе-1)) φ 0. 
D 
In the next part we will prove that all zeros of D(e, μ) are real and positive 
for e sufficiently small. In order to do this we need some information about 
the zeros λ,(μ) ( ! < » ' < 3) of equation (4.5). 
The region V := C\(-oo,2/3] is simply connected and for every μ € V 
equation (4.5) has no multiple zeros. Therefore the zeros λ,(μ) (1 < i < 3) 
may be defined as holomorphic functions in V. We do that in such a way 
that 
' Aj ((4/3)i) = -(1/2)715 - ( l / 2 ) ¿ 
- A2 ((4/3)i) = ¿ 
. Аз ((4/3)0 = ( 1 / 2 ) Λ / Ϊ 5 - (1/2)1. 
Then one finds the following relations for η 6 {ζ € С | \z - (4/3)г| < 4/3}: 
Í Ы ) = з'/^з- 1"»?) 
J А2(Ч) = 31/2/ІІ(3-І/2ІЧ) 
l Hl) = V/2ß3(3-l/*iV), 
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where μ1; (1 < j ' < 3) were defined in chapter 2. One easily verifies the 
































< Re \2{μ) < 0 < Re \3(μ) 
< Im Аз(м) < 0 < Im Aaí/i) 
< 0 = Re λ2(μ) < Re АЗ(/І) 
= Im Аз(м) < 0 < Im λ2(μ) 
< 0 < Re λ2(μ) < Re λ3(μ) 
< Im λι(μ) < 0 < Im λ2(μ) 
< 0 < Re λ2(μ) = Re λ3(μ) 
< 0 = Im λι(μ) < Im λ2(μ) 
< 0 < Re λ3(μ) < Re λ2(μ) 
< 0 < Im λι(μ) < Im λ2(μ) 
< 0 = Re λ3(μ) < Re λ2(μ) 
< О < Im λ^μ) = Im λ2(μ) 
< Re λ3(μ) < 0 < Re λ2(μ) 
< 0 < Im λ2(μ) < Im λ^μ) 
if Re μ < 0, Im μ > О, 
if Re μ = 0, Im μ > О, 
if Re μ > Ο, Im μ > О, 
if Re μ > 2/3, Im μ = О, 
if Re μ > О, Im μ < О, 
if Re μ = Ο, Im μ < О, 
if Re μ < О, Im μ < О, 
Let 0 < e < 1/2, μ € V be such that Re (λ3(μ) - λ2(μ)) = с Writing 
λ3(μ) — λ2(μ) = € — it where t > 0 and setting ρ = Αι (μ) we have: 
ί λ2(μ) = -(ρ/2) + (1/2)(12-3ρ 2) 1/ 2 
i λ3(μ) = -(Ρ/2)-(1/2)(12-3ρ 2 ) 1 /2, 
where (12 - Зр 2 ) 1 / 2 is chosen with Im ((12 - Зр 2 ) 1 ' 2 ) > 0. 
Therefore: -(12 - Зр 2 ) 1 / 2 = e - it. 
One has: 
p 2 = (l/3)(12 + f 2 - f 2 ) + (2/3)K<, 
ρ = - {(1/6)(12+ <2 - €2) + [((1/6)(12+ t2 - e2))2 + ((І/З)^) 2 ] 1 / 2 } 1/2 
- i {-(1/6)(12 + Í2 - e2) + [((1/6)(12+ <2 - f2))2 + ( ( І / З ^ ) 2 ] ' / 2 } , 
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so that 
(4.6) μ(ί,€) = ί>-(1/3)ρ 3 = 
= (l/(9vG)) {l2 + t2 - €2 + ((12 + Í2 - f2)2 + 4t2€2)1 / 2}1 / 2 · 
. {_9 + 2(12 + Í2 - f2) - ((12 + t2 - i2)2 + 4/2e2)1/2} + 
+¿(1/(9^6)) {-(12 + t2 - €2) + ((12 + Í2 - e2)2 + 4i 2e 2) 1 / 2} 1 / 2 · 
• {-9 + 2(12 + Í2 - e2) + ((12 + t2 - t2)2 + 4i2£2)1/2} . 
On the other hand μ(ί,€), given by (4.6), satisfies the relation: 




: = { м € |Ке(Лз(м)-Л2(/х)) = е} 
= {М(<,£)|<>0}. 
We also have: 
Г_£ := {μ € V I Re {\ζ{μ) - λ2(Μ)) = -e} = {μ \ μ € Γ,} . 
For e G (0,1/2] the two curves Г_
е
 and Г£ divide V into two regions i/£ and 
rr where 
t / ( : = { M e ^ ! | R e ( A 3 ( ^ ) - A 2 ( ^ ) ) | > e } 
iy £ :={MGV| |Re(A3(M)-A 2 (M ) ) |<6}. 
Note that W, С {μ G V \ Re/χ > 0} for f e (0,1/2]. 
We need the following lemma: 






Proof. First, we prove the existence of a constant fi > 0 such that 
{μ G V I D(Î, μ) = 0} С {μ G V | |/Í + 2/3| > 1/10} for every e G (0, d ] . 
We have: 
(4.7) 0(<,μ) = (λ3(μ) - λ^μ))- 1 exp( f-1A1(/i))+ 
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+€-1λ2(μ) (Аз(м) - λ1(μ))-1 (Βχρ((-ιΧλ(μ)) - expíe"1 λ^/χ))) · 
.((-ι(Χι(μ)-\2(μ)))-1 + 
+λ2(μ)((λ2(μ) - Χ3(μ))(λι(μ) - Аз^)))"1 expíe"1 Α2(μ))+ 
+λ3(μ)((Χι{μ) - Χ3(μ))(Χ3(μ) - λ, ίμ)))" 1 е х р ^ А з Ы ) . 
The first three terms on the right-hand side of (4.7) are exponentially small 
as e | 0, uniformly with respect to μ € {ζ e V \ \z + 2/3| < 1/10, Im ζ > 0}; 
the fourth one is, however, exponentially large. Therefore using the relation 
D(e,Ji) = 0(€,μ), we find for e sufficiently small: 
{μ € V | D(e, μ) = 0} С {μ € V \ \μ + 2/3| > 1/10} . 
The functions: 





) (АзЫГ1 (Α,ίμ) - λ3(μ)) (λ2(μ) - λ^μ))" 1 
are bounded in the domain {μ € V \ Im μ > 0, |μ + 2/3| > 1/10} by a con­
stant К > 0. 
For μ G V satisfying Im μ > 0, |μ + 2/3| > 1/10, 0(€,μ) = 0, one has: 








1 ( λ 1 ( μ ) - λ 3 ( μ ) ) ) + 
+λ 2 (μ) (Χ3(μ)Γ1 (λ,(μ) - АЗ(АХ)) (λ2(μ) - λ ^ μ ) ) " 1 -
·
ε
χ ρ ( { - 1 ( λ 2 ( μ ) - λ 3 ( μ ) ) ) + 
+ 1 = 0 . 
Thus: 
1 = |λ 1 (μ)(λ3(μ))- 1 (λ3(Μ) - λ 2 ( μ ) ) ( λ 2 ( μ ) - Α , ^ ) ) " 1 · 
·
€
χ ρ ( ( - 1 ( λ 1 ( μ ) - λ 3 ( μ ) ) ) + 
+ λ 2 ( μ ) ( λ ^ μ ) ) " 1 (λ, ίμ) - Χ3(μ)) (λ 2 (μ) - λ ^ μ ) ) " 1 • 
· 6 χ ρ ( £ - 1 ( Α 2 ( μ ) - λ 3 ( μ ) ) ) | < 
< Κ {exp (e-1Re(A1(M) - \3{μ))) + exp (e- ,Re(A2(M) - Аз(^)))} < 
< 2Кexpíe"1 Re(Χ2(μ) - Χ3(μ))) . 
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Therefore one has: 
0 < Κβ(\3(μ) - \2(μ)) < eìog(2K). 
Again, since D(e,JÏ) = ϋ((,μ), we find for с sufficiently small: 
{μ G V I D(e, μ) = 0} С {μ € V | f"1 |Re (Аз(/х) - λ2(μ)) | < 10^2^)} . 
As a consequence, we have for e sufficiently small: 
{μ € V\ £>(€,μ) = 0} С {μ G V \Re μ > 0} . 
But in {μ G V I Re μ > 0, Im μ > 0} the functions 
μ -, А^НАзМГ 1 (АзМ - λ2(μ))(λ2(μ) - λ^μ))"1 
μ - λ ^ μ ί ί λ ^ μ ) ) " 1 (λ^μ) - λ3(μ))(λ2(μ) - Χ1(μ))-1 
are bounded by the constant К = 1. Therefore we have for e sufficiently 
small: 
{μ G VI Z)((> μ) = 0} С {μ G V | Г 1 |Re (λ3(μ) - λ2(μ)) | < log 2} С Wc. 
а 
Lemma 4.3 There is an fo > 0 such that e G (Ο,ίο], μ G W(, Ό(€,μ) = 0 
implies: (θμϋ)(€,μ) φ 0. 
Proof. .£>(€, μ) = Ρ(μ)Κ(€,μ), where 
Ρ(μ) = [(Α3(μ) - λ 2(μ))(λ 1(μ) - λ3(μ))(Α2(μ) - Α^μ))]"» 
Л(€,М) = Ai(/i) (Аз(/*) - λ2(μ))βχρ(ε-1λ1(μ))+ 
+ λ2(μ) (λ,ίμ) - λ3(μ))expíe"1 λ 2(μ))+ 




Β){<,μ) = {ΟμΡ){μ)Κ{ϊ,μ) + Ρ(μ)(δμΕ)(β,μ). 
Let μ G Η^,-Ο^,μ) = 0, then η{€,μ) = 0. Therefore 





+Χ1(μ) ( l - (Лз(м))2)"1 - Α,ίμ) (ΐ - (Α^μ)) 2 )" 1 + 
+€-1А1(/ і)(АзЫ - λ2(μ)) (ΐ - (λ 1 (μ)) 2 ) " 1 } ε χρ(€- 1 λ 1 (μ))+ 
+ {(λ1(μ)-λ3(μ))(ΐ-(λ2(μ))2)"1 + 
+λ 2 (μ) (ΐ - ( А І С Д ) ) 2 ) " 1 - λ2(μ) (ΐ - ( λ ^ μ ) ) 2 ) " 1 + 
+€-1λ 2(μ)(λ 1(μ) - λ3(μ)) (ΐ - ( λ ^ μ ) ) 2 ) " 1 } βχρ( 6 - 1 λ 2 (μ))+ 
+ | ( λ 2 ( μ ) - λ 1 ( μ ) ) ( ΐ - ( λ 3 ( μ ) ) 2 ) " 1 + 
+Α3(μ) (ΐ - ( λ 2 ( μ ) ) 2 ) _ 1 - λ3(μ) (ΐ - (Α,ίμ)) 2 )" 1 + 
+ε-1λ3(μ)(λ2(μ) - λι(μ)) (ΐ - (λ^μ))2)"1} екф-1 \3(μ)). 
Here we used that (άμλ,)(μ) = (l - (λ,(μ))2)~ (1 < i < 3). 
Since η(ε,μ) = Ο in the domain considered, we find: 
(ομΚ)(€,μ) = \2{μ){\ι{μ) - АзМ) ((λ 2(μ)) 2 - (λ3(μ))2) · 
. ( ΐ - ί λ , ί μ ) ) 2 ) " 1 ^ - ^ ^ ) ) 2 ) " 1 . 
•[(Λ1(μ) + £-Μ 2 (μ))€χρ(6- 1 λ 1 (μ))+ 
+(Лз(м) + (-1)^ρ(€-1Χ2(μ)) + Α4(μ)βχρ(€-ιΧ3(μ))}, 
where the functions Λ,(μ) (1 < i < 4) are bounded in W^^· Let К > 0 be 
an upperbound for the absolute value of these functions in И^ /2. Then we 
have for f sufficiently small: 
|[ (Λ1(μ) + €-Μ 2(μ)) 6χρ(£- 1λ 1(μ))+ 
+(Μμ) + ί- 1 )βχρ(ί- 1 λ 2 (μ)) + Α4(μ)expie-1 \3{μ))]\ > 
> ( £ - 1 - ί Γ ) 6 χ ρ ( € - 1 Ε
β
( λ 2 ( μ ) ) ) + 
-/Τ(1 + 6-1)6χρ(ί-1Κε(Α1(μ))) -^ехр(€- 1 Ке(Аз( М ))) > 
> ехр (£-1Κ6(λ2(μ))) [(e"1 - К) - K(l + f -^exp í -c" 1 ) - Κ e] > О, 
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where we have used the fact that Re (λι(μ)) < — 1 and e - 1 R e (Аз(^) - λ2(μ)) 
< 1. Thus the last inequality yields: (dßR)(e, μ) φ 0 so that (dßD)(e, μ) jí 0. 
D 
Next, we need the following lemma: 
L e m m a 4.4 Let eo be such that for e € (0, eo] the conclusions of the Lemmas 
4.2 and 4.3 are valid. Then for every (ΐ',μ') € (0, eo] x С with 0(€',μ') = 0 
there is precisely one function μ : (0,eo] —• С which is the solution of the 
equation 
Ό{(,μ(€)) = 0 Ve€(0,eo] , 
and takes value μ' for e = e' : /i(e') = μ'; moreover μ(() is real analytic for 
с 6 ( 0 , co]. 
Proof. Let (έ,μ') € (0,eo] x С satisfy Ο(ε',μ') = 0. Then Lemmas 4.1 
and 4.2 yield: μ' G Wti. Thus as a consequence of Lemma 4.3 one has: 
(9/1Z))(e',/i/) / 0. Therefore the implicit function theorem yields: there are 
constants ¿ι,¿2 > 0 a n d a n analytic function μ : (e' — δι,e' + ¿2) —> С such 
that 
Ζ?( ί ,μ(0) = 0 Ve G (e' -δι, e' + δ2). 
Suppose e' — δι > 0 and |μ(ε)| —• oo as e | e' — δι. Then one has: 
(4.8) е х
Р
( е - 1 ( А 2 ( М е ) ) - А з ( М ( £ ) ) ) ) = 
= Χι (μ( £ )) (A2 M e ) ) ) " 1 (λ 2 ( μ ( 0 ) - Аз (μ(ί))) · 
• (λ! ( μ ( 0 ) - Аз (Me)))" 1 exp (e" 1 (Χι (
м
(е)) - Аз (μ(0))) + 
+Аз (μ(6)) (А2 ( M e ) ) ) " 1 (Ai ( ^ е ) ) - λ 2 (μ(ε))) • 
.(Χι(μ(ε))-Χ3(μ(()))-ί. 
The right-hand side of (4.8) converges to 1/2 - (1/2)1^3 as e J. e' - δι. 
(Here we use the fact that μ(ε) E W
e
 С Wi/2 and thus Re (λ! (μ(€))) < 
— 1, Re(A3^(e) ) ) > 0). Therefore λ 2 ( μ ^ ) ) - А з ^ ( е ) ) remains bounded 
as e J. e' — δι, in contradiction with the assumption that |μ(ε)| —• oo as 
e I e' — δι. Thus there is a sequence e i , e 2 , · · with en [ e' - 61 and 
μ(£η) —* μο G С, so that D(e' - ¿ι,μο) = 0 and, as a consequence of 
Lemma 4.3, (9M.D)(e' - ¿ι,μο) φ 0. The implicit function theorem allows us 
to extend μ : (e' - ¿ ι,e ' -f- ¿2) —• С analytically up to the point e' - δι. In 
this way μ may be extended to an analytic function on (0, eo], satisfying the 
required properties. This μ is uniquely determined as a consequence of the 
implicit function theorem. D 
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We shall also need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.5 Let CQ be chosen as m Lemma 4.4. For every η € Ν* there 
exists an analytic function μ
η
 : (0,eo] —• С such that 
D(e,0
n




( ί ) = (2/3) + n 2 , r V - ( 4 / 3 ) n W + 
+ ((5/36)η4π4 + (4/3)η2π2) f4 + 0(£ 5 ) 
05 € I 0. 
Proof. .F(£, ι/) := Z)(e, (2/3) + e2i/) is an entire function of i/ for every « > 0. 
Using the formula 
λ, ((2/3) + e2v) - (1/3) (λ, ((2/3) + e 2 ^ ) ) 3 = (2/3) + e2v (1 < ι < 3), 
we find for A, (1 < Î < 3) the following asymptotic formulae: 
(4.10) At ((2/3) + e2!/) = - 2 - (l/3)i/e2 + 0(e4) 
(4.11) A2 ((2/3) + e2u) = 1 + w1^ + (l/6)«/e2 - i ( 5 / 7 2 ) ^ V + 0( i 4 ) 
(4.12) Аз ((2/3) + €2i/) = 1 - ш 1 ^ + (1/6)ί/€2 + t(5/72)v3'2f? + 0(f4) 
as с J 0, which hold uniformly on every compact set in C\R_. Asymptotic 
formulae for dfdl (A, ((2/3) + €2i>)) (k e Ν,/ e Ν) are obtained by differ­
entiating the right-hand sides of (4.10)-(4.12) formally. Using (4.10)-(4.12), 
we get 
(4.13) exp(€-1A1((2/3) + e2I/)) = 
= exp(-2f-1) (1 - (l/3)i/€ + (l/18)t/2f2 + 0(е 3)) 
(4.14) exp(e-1\2((2/3) + e2v)) = expíe"1) expíii/1'2)· 
• (l + ( l /6)w + ((1/72)^ - ι(5/72)ν3'2) e2 + 0(e 3 )) 
(4.15) ехр(€-1Аз((2/3)-|-е2і/)) = expíf-^expí-ti/1 /2)· 
• (l + (l/6)ve + ((1/72)ν2 + 1(5/72)и3'2) e2 + 0(e 3 )) . 
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Writing 
F (e, ν) = {Χ
ι




1A1((2/3) + e2I/)) + 
+Λ2 ((2/3) + €2и) (λ! ((2/3) + f2//) - Аз ((2/3) + e2/,)) · 
•exp(€-1A2((2/3) + e2í/)) + 
+Лз ((2/3) + e2!/) (Л2 ((2/3) + e2v) - λ, ((2/3) + e2«/)) · 
•ехр^Азаг/ЗНА/))]· 
.[(X3((2/3) + e2„)-\2((2/3) + e2v))-
• (λ! ((2/3) + c a i/)- Аз ((2/3) +e 2 !/)) · 
• (λ2 ((2/3) + Ε2!/) - λ! ((2/3) + f2«/))]-1 
and substituting (4.10)-(4.15) into the last formula, we find: 





• {(2/9)t - (2/27)i/c2 + ((-5/81)i/ + (l/81)i/2) €3 + 0(e4)} + 
-(l/3)^-1 /2sin(i/1 /2)+ 
+ ( - ( l / l S y ^ s i n i t / 1 / 2 ) - (2/9)со5(И/2)) €+ 
+ ( - ( І / г і б ) ^ 2 « ^ ! / 1 / 2 ) - (l/72)i/cos(i/1/2)+ 
-(7/72)í/1/2sin(//1/2))62+ 
+0(e3)] as e J 0, 
uniformly with respect to и on every compact subset in C\R_, the asymp­
totic expansion still being valid after any number of differentiations of F 
with respect to ν and €. Defining Q((,i/) :— €exp(-€_1)F(t, v), we find 
that Q(e, //) is a C°° function of (c,i/) € [Ο,οο) χ С and that Q(0,i/) = 
-(l/3)^" 1 / ' 2sin(i/ 1/ 2). Since for η € Ν* one has: Q(0,7iV) = 0 and 
(dvQ){0, η 2 π 2 ) φ 0, the implicit function theorem guarantees the existence 
of a 6
n
 > 0 and a C00 function i/„ : [0,¿n) —• R such that Q(e, ^„(i)) = 




as € I 0, where the aj сап be computed explicitly by differentiating the 
relation Q (c, i/
n
(e)) = 0 a sufficient number of times with respect to f and 
putting afterwards e = 0. Using (4.16), we find 
ag = n V 
ay = -(4/3)п27г2 
a? = (5/36)η4π4 + (4/3)n27r2. 
Nov/μ
η
(€) = (2/3) + f2i/n(c) is a zero of 0(€,μ) : D (€,μ
η
{()) = 0, Vf e 
(0, ¿„J. Lemma 4.4 aJlows us to extend μη(0 as an analytic function of 
f G (0,€o] for every η € Ν*. Moreover asymptotic expansion (4.9) is valid. 
D 
Finally the following auxiliary result will be needed as well. 
Lemma 4.6 Let eo be chosen as in Lemma 4.4. Then the zeros ^
n
( t ) , n = 
1,2,..., of D(e,μ), e 6 (0,€o], with the asymptotic expansions (4.9) are the 
only zeros of the function Ό(£,μ). 
Proof. Let f7 € (0,co], μ' € С with Die1,μ') = 0. Then Lemma 4.4 implies 
the existence of an analytic function μ : (0, ÊQ] —* С such that 
Л(е,/і(0) = 0 Ve € (0, о] 
МО = M-
Thus (4.8) holds for every t G (0,eo]· Assume that there is a sequence 
{fn},^ ™ i 0 for η —• oo, such that |/i(fn)| —• oo, as η -+ oo. 
Then one has: |Ä2 (Mfn)) — ^з (μ((
η





)))| < e„ < to we have: 
Im (Аг (M€n)) - Аз ( М О ) ) — oo as η -• oo. 
Thus there is a sequence ei > e'2 > ... > 0 such that: 
f^  | 0 as η —> oo, 
( 2 ж ) - 1 « ) - 1 І т ( А 2 ( / х « ) ) - Аэ(МО)) € Ν · , Vn e Ν* 
Im (λ2 ( М О ) - <*з (μ(Ο)) -» oo as η -+ oo. 
Therefore |Μ6ή)Ι -» oo as η -> oo. Putting € = е^  in (4.8), one finds 
that the right-hand side of (4.8) converges to (1/2) - (l/2)i-\/3 as η —• oo, 
whereas the left-hand side is real for every η G Ν ' , the latter giving rise to 
a contradiction. 
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Suppose £η I 0 a n d μ(εη) —^  μ as η —> oo. Then using (4.8), one finds: 
μ = 2/3, so that 
limu(€) = 2 /3 . 
Again using (4.8) we find: 
1 і т е х р ( б - 1 ( Л 2 ( М ( £ ) ) - А з ( м ( € ) ) ) ) = 1 . 
Thus there is а к G Ζ such that 
Um f"1 (λ 2 (ß(e)) - Аз (ß(e))) = 2kni. tío 
Therefore one has: 
12 - 3 (Α! (μ(€)))2 = (Аз (μ(ί)) - λ 2 (//(e)))2 = -4к2п2е2 + о((2), 
so that 
λ! (/i( f)) = - 2 - ( l /3) fcV£ 2 + 0(С2) 
and 
М
(е) = λ! (μ(ή) - (1/3) (λ! ( μ ( 0 ) ) 3 = (2/3) + fc W +
 0 ( e 2 ) . 
Setting i/(e) := e - 2 (/i(e) - 2/3) we find 
f g (e, 1/(0) = 0 VeG(0,eo] 
i limi/(e) = it27r2, 
where С(е,і/) is defined in the proof of Lemma 4.5. Hence one has: 
Q(0,k2Tr2) = 0, so that к ^ 0. The implicit function theorem implies: 
i/(e) = i'jfc(e) Ve G (0, to], where 1^(0 w a s defined in the proof of Lemma 
4.5. Therefore /i(e) = ^ i (e) , Ve G (0, to], too. 
Theorem 4.1 Let eo be sufficiently small. For e G (0, eo] all the eigenvalues 
A
n
(e) of (4.1), (4.2) are strictly positive and have the form: 
A
n
(e) = е" ті(0> η = 1,2,..., 
where μ η ( 0 for each given η G Ν* have the asymptotic expansions (4.9) and 
for An(e),Tî G Ν*, one has the asymptotic formulae: 
(4.17) A
n
( 0 = (2/3)e- 1 + 7 i ^ 2 e - ( 4 / 3 ) 7 i V e 2 + 
+ ((5/36)п47г4 + (4/3)η 2 π 2 ) e3 + 0 ( e 4 ) as e j 0. 
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The normalized eigenfunctions u^, Hu^Hi^ rm = 1» associated with the eigen­
values A
n
(e), for each given η £ Ν* have the following asymptotic expansions 







е х р ( - Г 1 ( 1 - і ) ) (sin πηχ + 0(e)) as e [ 0, 
where 7„ = 2 · 5 " 1 / 2 · (τιπ) - 1 . 
Proof. Asymptotic expansion (4.17) has already been proved. Using (4.4) 
we note that the eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue A
n
(f) is a 
scalar multiple of 
(4.19) < ( * ) = (λ3(μη(ε))-\2(μη(()))βχρ((-1Χι{μη(<))χ) + 
+ (λ! (μ
Β
(£)) - Лз (/xn(€)))exp (е-1Х2 ( M O ) * ) + 
+ (Aa (μ„(0) - λ ι (Мп(0)) ехр (е - 1 Аз ( М О ) О · 
We have the following asymptotic formulae: 
(4.20) Aj ( M O ) = " 2 - (1/3)7г27г + (4/9)η2π2<Γ3+ 
+ ((1/36)η47Γ4 - (4/9)п27г2) e4 + 0(е 5 ), 
(4.21) λ 2 ( Μ 0 ) = 1 + іпже+(-(2/3)іпж + (1/6)п2ж2)е2+ 
+ ((4/9)tBjr - (2/9)п27г2) f3 + 0 ( f 4 ) , 
(4.22) А з ( М 0 ) = 1-г'пт£+((2/3)г'пх + (1/6)п27г2)е2 + 
+ (-(4/9)inir - (2/9)η2π2) e3 + 0(f 4 ). 
Using (4.19)-(4.22) and the fact that λ! ( M O ) 6 R , A 2 ( M 0 ) = Аз ( M O ) 





= -(l/2)e (Аз (μ
η
(£)) - A2 (мп(е)))2 (A! (//„(e)))"1 · 
•(exp(2e- 1A 1( /in(e)))-l) + 
-2с (Аз (/і
п
(е)) - А2 (^(е))) (λ, (μ η ( ε )) - λ2 (М„(е))) · 
•(A2(M0)r1(exp(-f-1A2(M„(e))) -1) + 
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- 2 e (Аз (μ
η
(6)) - λ 2 (μη(€))) (Аз ( μ η ( £ ) ) - λ, ( M n (e))) · 
. ( А з (
М п
( е ) ) ) - 1 (exp (-е"»A3 (/!„(€))) - 1) + 
-2е(А1 (μη(0) - Α3(μ„(0))(Αι (Me)) " M M O ) ) · 
• (λ! ( μ ^ Ε ) ) ) " 1 (exp ( - б ^ А , (μ
η
( ί ) ) ) - 1) + 
- (1 /2)€ (λ! ( M n (e)) - Аз ( М т і (е))) 2 (λ 2 ( μ η ί ί ) ) ) " 1 · 
• ( e x p ( 2 e - 1 A 2 ( M n ( e ) ) ) - l ) + 
- ( l / 2 ) e (A
a
 (μ,(e)) - λ, ( μ
η
( ί ) ) ) 2 (Аз ( μ η ( Ο ) Γ 1 · 
. ( β χ ρ ( 2 ί - 1 λ 3 ( μ „ ω ) ) - ΐ ) 
~ -2е (λ, ( μ
η
( ( ) ) - λ 3 (μ„(£))) (λ, ( μ η ( 0 ) - λ 2 (μ η ( € ) ) ) · 
. ( λ 1 ( μ η ( 0 ) Γ 1 β Χ ρ ( - ί - 1 λ 1 ( μ η ( ί ) ) ) + 
- ( Ι ^ Μ Α , ί Μ Ο ) - λ 3 ( μ „ ( ί ) ) ) 2 ( λ 2 ( μ η ( ( ) ) ) - 1 · 
·βχρ(2€- 1 λ 2 (μ η (€)) ) + 




) ) ) 2 ( λ 3 ( μ „ (
ί
) ) ) - 1 · 
• е х р ^ А з Ы е ) ) ^ 
= e x p ( 2 e - 1 ) e 3 ( 4 5 n V + 0 ( f ) ) . 
Thus 
ÌKWmu) = expíe"1 )e3/2 (з бптг + 0 ( e ) ) . 
Substituting (4.20)-(4.22) into (4.19) we find: 
u<(z) = ( -2mπe + 0 ( e 2 ) ) e x p ( - 2 e - 1 I ) ( l + 0(e)) + 
+ ( - 3 + 0(e)) exp íe - 1 ! ) 6χρ(ζ'ηπχ) (1 + 0(e)) + 
+ (3 + 0(e)) expíe"1!) ехр(-гпл-і) (1 + 0(e)) = 
= e x p í e - 1 ! ) {exp í -Se - 1 ! ) (-2гшге + 0 ( e 2 ) ) + 
-6¿ sin πηχ + 0(e)} as e j О, 
uniformly with respect to χ £ U. Setting uc
n
(x) = i ί||υήΙΙ^2(ΐ/)) "ή 
find for uc
n
 asymptotic formula (4.18). 
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On the half-line R + := {χχ > 0} the mixed initial-boundary value prob­
lem for the operator dXo + dXl + e
2
^ is not well-posed uniformly with 
respect to e € (0, to] ([4]). On a finite interval xi € U С R.+ one can state 
weD-posed mixed problems for this operator. However, for its stationary 
part, which is no longer an elliptic singular perturbation, one comes across 
of the phenomenon of highly oscillatory solutions, as e | 0, the boundary 
layer phenomenon being no more characteristic for this non-elliptic singular 
perturbation. 
The asymptotic formula (4.17) (and, especially the fact that λ
η
({) > 
0,Vn € N*, Vc € (0,to], fo sufficiently small) for the elliptic singular pertur-
bation dXl — f2^, shows that for the solutions of the corresponding mixed 
problem on U = (0,1) for the operator dXo + dXi - €2d^ , the dissipation 
of energy takes place; thus this operator on a finite interval is, in fact, a 
dissipative singular perturbation. 
Now we shall consider the eigenvalue problem for the non-elliptic singu-
lar perturbation dXl - M 2 ^ and show that the corresponding non-stationary 
operator dXo + dXl + e 2 ^ , is no longer a purely dissipative singular pertur-
bation on a finite interval x\ € U С R + . 
More precisely, we shall show that there exists a sequence {íp}"L1, tp —• 
0 as ρ —• oo such that the operator dXl + е
2
д^ on U with correspond­
ing boundary conditions on dU = {0,1} has purely imaginary eigenvalues 
Än(fp), 1 < η < Пр, where np —* oo as fp —> 0. 
Thus consider the singularly perturbed eigenvalue problem: 
(4.23) -{d
x
 + 3 c 2 ^ ) u ( i ) = Au(i), x€U 
(4.24) щ(0) = ti(l) = (o
r
t i)(0) = 0. 
Here the factor 3 is chosen for the sake of convenience, the minus sign 
has to be chosen since eigenvalue problem (4.23), (4.24) appears to have 
only eigenvalues with non-negative real part. Therefore the mixed initial-
boundary value problem corresponding to the operator dXo — dx¡ — е
2
д^ has 
to be considered for XQ > 0. 
As in [5] we use the substitution u(x) = exp ( ( l / 3 ) ù _ 1 x ) v(x) in (4.23), 
(4.24), which yields: 
-((dx + i)(d*v)(x) = ( l /3)f - 1 (A + {2/9)ie-1)v(x),x£ U 
v(0) = v{l) = (a ri;)(0) = 0. 




 + i)(dlu)(x) = μη(χ), χ 6 U = (0,1) 
(4.24) u(0) = u(l) = (д
х
и)(0) = 0. 
The solution of (4.25) satisfying the initial conditions u(0) = (d
x
u)(0) = 
0, (dlu)(0) — 1 is given by the following formula: 
(4.26) u(x) = [(АЗ(Е,М) - λ2(ε,μ))βχρ(Α1(€,/ί)ι) + 
+ (Ai(e,μ) - Аз(е,μ))ехр ^ ( с , μ ) χ ) + 
+ (ЛгС«,M) - λι(€,μ))ехр (Аз(€,μ)χ)]· 
•[(Аз(€,/і)-А2(£, /х))(Лз(€, / і)-Л 1(С,м))(Л2(е,м)-Л 1(€,М))]- 1, 
where the Α,(€,μ)(1 < i: < 3) are the three zeros of the equation 
(4.27) fA3 + ¿A2 + μ = 0. 
Substitution of a; = 1 in (4.26) yields: μ is an eigenvalue of (4.25), (4.24) iff 
μ is a zero of the function 
(4.28) Φ(£, μ) = [(Аз(е, μ) - А2(с, μ)) ехр {Х^е, μ)) + 
+ (Аі(е,/і)-Аз(с,/і))ехр(А2(е,м)) + 
+ (Л2(€,А*)-Аі(е,//))ехр(Аз(€,/0)]· 
•[(Α3(£,μ) - λ 2 (€,μ))(λ3(ί,μ) - λ^Ε,μ))(λ 2 (€,μ) - λ , ί ^ μ ) ) ] " 1 , 
which is for every e ^ 0, an entire function of μ. 
Lemma 4.7 If e > 0, μ € С, Ф(е,^) = 0 then Κεμ > 0. Moreover if 
(f, μ) G (0, оо) χ С is a zero of Φ(€,μ) and Αεμ = 0, then the correspond­
ing eigenfunction и of (4.25), (4.24) satisfies the extra boundary condition: 
(0*10(1) = 0. 
Proof. Let € > Ο,μ = a + iß be a zero of Φ(ε,μ). Then there is a non-trivial 
solution of the problem: 
-(едх + i)dlu = μη, χ G U 
ti(0) = tt( l) = (dxtt)(0) = 0. 
Writing u = r + iw, the real-valued functions ν, w satisfy the system 
(4.29) -ed^v + 92u; = av - ßw 
(4.30) -€dìw - dlv = ßv + aw 
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and the boundary conditions 
v(0) = »(I) = (dxv)(0) = w(0) = w(l) = {dxw)(0) = 0. 
Multiplying (4.29) by u, (4.30) by w we get after partial integration: 
a [ (v2 + w2)dx = f [-€{vdxv + wdlw) + (vd^w - wdlv)]dx = Ju Ju 
= € I (dlvdxv + dïwdxw)dx = Ju 
= {\І2)е({{д
х
 ){1))2 + ( ( d
x
u , ) ( l ) ) 2 ) > 0 . 
Thus: α > 0 and α = 0 implies: {d
x
u)(l) = 0. • 
The eigenvalues of the reduced problem 
-id
x
u = μη 
ω(0) = ω(1) = 0 
are μ° = гА;27Г2(А; € Ν\ {0}) and the corresponding eigenfunctions are 
«2 = С&тккх. Choosing к e N\{0},pA; > 0 such that the circle Г^ = 
{г € С J \z — ιΑ:2π2| = Pk) precisely encloses one eigenvalue of the reduced 
problem, namely μ° = ik2n2, we will prove that for e sufficiently small, 
Ф(е,/і) has exactly one zero μ^ in the disk Δ* = {ζ 6 С\\г - ¿fc27r2| < pk}· 
Moreover we will give an asymptotic formula for /ι£. Using (4.27) the three 
zeros A¿(e,/i)(l < i < 3) are found to satisfy the following asymptotic for-
mulae as e j 0: 
(4.31) λ 1 ( £ , μ ) = - ΐ € - 1 + μ € + 0(€3), 
(4.32) λ 2 (ί,μ) = ¿»/у/» - (1/2)μ€ + (5/8)Г 1 /у/ 2 € 2 + 0( € 3 ) , 
(4.33) Χ3(€,μ) = -i 1/ 2/, 1/ 2 - (1/2)μ€ - ( S / S ) ^ / 2 / / 2 * 2 + 0(€3), 
where ι1/2 = θχρ(ι'π/4) and the branch μ1/2 is chosen so that (ік2ж2)1/2 = 
р12к1г. The terms 0(c 3 ) are uniformly with respect to μ € Δ*,. Substitution 
of (4.31)-(4.33) into (4.28) yields: 
(4.34) Φ(6,μ) :=e-4(6,/ i) = 
= ^ » [ ( - г і ^ / у / 2 - {5/4)ΐ-ι'2μ3'2€2 + 0(€3)) · 
•exp(-ü-1) (1 + μ€ + 0(e2)) + 
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+ ( - i e - 1 + ¿ » / y 7 2 + (3/2)/ie + 0(€2)) βχρ^^μ1^2)-
• (l - (1/2)/« + ((б/ЗЭг- у 7 2 + (l/8)/x2) e2 + 0(£3)) + 
+ (¿e"1 + i^V 1 7 2 - (3/2)/i€ + 0(e2)) expi-i1/2/!1/2)· 
• ( l - (l/2)/i€ + (-(δ/δ)*-1/2/*3/2 + (1/8)/ί2) €2 + 0(e3))]· 
•€
2
 (гг1/2/!1/2 - (27/4)ί-1/2μ3/262 + Oie 3 ))" 1 = 
= i-1/V1 / 3«n(i-1 /V/ 2)+ 
+6 (-(l/2)i-1/2/i1/2sin( l-1/2^i/2) + ^ ( г " 1 / 2 ^ / 2 ) ) + 
+e 2 ( - ( I S / e y / y ^ e m í t - 1 / 2 / ! 1 ' 2 ) - (9/8)/ icos(t-1 /y/a)+ 
+ ( l / 8 ) ¿ - 1 / y / 2 s in í i -Vy/2) )
 + 
+0(e3)+ 




 + 0(€3)), 
where the terms O(^) are uniformly with respect to μ € Δ^. Since the 
function Ψ(0, μ) = ¿ -1/2μ"1 / '2 8\η(ί~1/2μ1/2) does not vanish on Tjt, Rouché's 
theorem implies for f sufficiently small that Φ(€,μ) precisely has one zero 
μ^ in Δ*. In order to get an asymptotic formula for μ£ we proceed in the 
following way. 
Introduce: 
Ο^,ζ,μ) := e'1 [(Аз(с^) - Α2(€,μ))6χρ ( λ ^ , μ ) + i f 1 ) ζ+ 
+ (λι(£,μ) - λ3(ί,μ))6χρ(λ2(£,μ)) + 
+ (λ2(€,μ) - Ai(c,μ))ехр (Аз(с,μ))]· 
•[(Χ3(€,μ) - Χ2(ε,μ))(Χ3(ε,μ) - λ 1 ( ε ,μ))(λ 2 ( £ ,μ) - λ ^ , μ ) ) ] " 1 . 
Note that Φ(ί,μ) = G ^ e x p í - i e - 1 ) ^ ) . For € sufficiently small (f may be 
complex) and μ 6 Δ* equation (4.27) has no multiple zeros. Therefore using 
(4.31)-(4.33), one comes to the conclusion that Χι((,μ) + ¿£-1,λ2(£,μ) and 
Аз(е, μ) are analytic functions of (e, μ) € {f € C | |e | < e1} χΔ*, provided that 
f' is sufficiently small. Thus ο(€,ζ,μ) is an analytic function of (c, ζ,μ) € 
{ t€ C | | e | < £'} χ 5 1 χ Δ*. Since 
G(0,z,M) = r 1 / y i / 2 s i n ( r 1 / y / 2 ) 
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and 
(dMG)(0, г, μ) = -(1/2)ί- 1 /2 μ -3/2 s in(¿- 1 /2 / i i /2 ) + 
H - i l ^ J i - V - 1 c o s í i - ^ V 7 3 ) м G Д ь г € 5 1 , 
we find: 
G(0,z,tib27r2) = 0 V z e í 1 , 
(а
м
С)(0,г,іА: ) ^ 0 г G 5 1 . 
The implicit function theorem implies: there is an ejt > 0 and an analytic 
function f^c : {e € С | | i | < tfc} χ S 1 -» С such that 
σ ( € ,* , μ * ( € , ζ ) ) = 0, Vf G {€ 6 C | |€| < е
к
} , г G 5 1 
/ifcíO, г) = ίΑτ2π2, V z G Í 1 
and the following asymptotic formula holds, uniformly with respect to ζ € 
J 1 : 
A*fc(c, г ) = M O , z) + e(ft/ifc)(0, z) + 0 ( e 2 ) . 
Differentiation of the relation G(€, ζ, μ*(ί, ζ)) = 0 with respect to e yields: 
(3£G)(0, z, i*V) + (βμσ)(0, ζ, ι·*2»2)(ο€μΟ(0, )^ = 0. 
Using (4.34) we get: 
(0 tG)(O,z,tJb27r2) = ( - l ) f c - г 
( a M G ) ( 0 , z , i * V ) = ( І / г ) * - 1 ^ * 2 * 2 ) - ^ - ! ) * . 
Hence: 
(0 £ μ λ )(0,ζ) = 2 ^ 2 π 2 ( ΐ - ( - 1 ) * ζ ) . 
Therefore: 
μ^ε,ζ) = ik2*2 + 2fc27r2 ( l - (-1)*«) e + 0 ( e 2 ) , 
and 
(4.35) μ^ = μ* (е.ехр^г'сГ 1)) = 
= ¿Α:2π2 + 2А:27Г2 ( l - ( - l ^ e x p í - t e " 1 ) ) f + 0 ( f 2 ) 
as e | 0. We have proved the following result: 
Theorem 4.2 For every к ξ Ν* there are constants pk > 0, е^ > 0 «исЛ 
ίΛαί eigenvalue problem (4.25), (4.24) exactly has one eigenvalue μ^ satisfy­
ing \μΙ - ік2ж2\ < pk for every e G (0, e/t]. Moreover asymptotic formula 
(4.35) holds for each given к G Ν*. 
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We already noted that Λ is an eigenvalue of (4.23), (4.24) iff (l/3)t-1(A + 
(2/9)te - 1) is an eigenvalue of (4.25), (4.24). Since the differential operator 
in (4.23) has real coefficients for t > 0 we also have: A is an eigenvalue of 
(4.23), (4.24) iff A is an eigenvalue of (4.23), (4.24). Therefore the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) μ is an eigenvalue of (4.25), (4.24); 
(ii) -(2/9)i€-1 + 3f/í is an eigenvalue of (4.23), (4.24); 
(Hi) (2/9)ie-1 + Зер is an eigenvalue of (4.23),(4.24); 
(iv) (4/27)ie-2 + μ is an eigenvalue of (4.25), (4.24). 
Thus with k, €k and μ£ as in Theorem 4.2, one has: 
(4.36) r¿:=(4/27)¿e-2 + ^ 
is an eigenvalue of (4.25), (4.24) for 0 < € < i t admitting the asymptotic 
formula 
τί = (4/27)tf-2 - ik2*2 + 2k2Tt2 (l - ( - l^expíze"1)) t + 0(e2) as e | 0. 
Now we are going to prove that with μ^,τ^(ί; € Ν*) defined as above, we 
have all the eigenvalues of (4.25), (4.24), i.e. if μ : (0, Co] —^  С is a continuous 
function satisfying Φ (ί,μ((.)) = 0 for every t 6 (0, eo]i then there is a fc € N" 
such that /i(e) = μ\ or μ{(.) = r¿, for с sufficiently smaJl. In order to do so 
we need some more information about the zeros A,(e, μ) (1 < i < 3) of (4.27). 
Multiplying (4.27) by e2 and setting ν - €2μ - (2/27)г we find 
еА,(е,р) + іуЗ = ^ И (1 < j < 3), 
where ρ^ν) (1 < j < 3) are the three zeros of 
р
3
 + (1/3)р+и = 0. 
Now (4.28) becomes: 
(4.37) H(e,v) :=с-2ехр((1/3)І€-1)Ф(£,м) = 
= ((РзИ - />2И)ехр (с -Vi (f)) + 
+ (/>іИ - />зИ)ехр (f-V2H) + 
+ ( Р г И - /5іИ)ехр (e"Ірз{ ))) • 
•((рзП - Р2( ))(рз{ ) - ріі ^ІРіі ) - M " ) ) ) - 1 · 
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The equation ρ 3 + (1/3)/)+ t/ = 0 has multiple zeros for ν = ±(2/27)t. For 
и = ia, —2/27 < α < 2/27 this equation has three purely imaginary zeros. 
We need the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.8 The function #(e, ν) defined by (4.28), (4.37) does not vanish, 
ifv = ¿α, α G R\(-2/27,2/27),e > 0. 
Proof. For a > 2/27 (a < -2/27, respectively) the roots ρ,(ΐ') may be 
written in the following form: 
(4.38) piiv) = ip, 
(4.39) p2(u) = -(l/2)(3p 2 - 4/3)1/2 - (l/2)ip, 
(4.40) р з И = (l/2)(3p2 - 4/3)1/2 - (l/2)ip, 
where ρ > 2/3 (ρ < -2/3 respectively) is the unique real solution of 
P
3
- ( l / 3 ) p = Q . 
Substitution of (4.38)-(4.40) in (4.37) yields: 
H(t,v) = 
= - ((3p2 - 4/3)1/2ехр(ге-1р)+ 
+ (-(1/2)(Зр 2 -4/3) 1 / 2 + (3/2)гр). 
•ехрИі^е-ЧЗр
2
 - 4/3)1/2 - (l/2)¿f-1p)+ 
+ (-(1/2)(Зр 2 -4/3) 1 / 2 -(3/2)гр). 
•ехраіЮе-ЧЗр* - 4/3)1/2 - (І/г)^"1?)) · 
• ( ( 3 p 2 - l / 3 ) ( 3 p 2 - 4 / 3 ) 1 / 2 ) " l = 
= - ((Зр2 - 1/3)(3р2 - 4/3) 1/ 2)" 1 exp(-(l/2)¿e-1p)· 
• ((Зр2 - 4/3)1/2 (cos ((3/2)e-lp) - cosh ( ( l ^ - W - 4/3)1/2)) + 
+f ((3p2 - 4/3)1/2sin ((З/г)^ 1 ?) - 3psinh ((l/2)€-1(3p2 - 4/3)1 /2))) 
¿0 
since 
cos ((3/2)6-^) - cosh ((l/2)€-1(3p2 - 4/3)1/2) ¿ 0 for every e > 0. 
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For ν = ±(2/27)г we have by analytic extension: 
Я(е, ±(2/27)t) = е х р ^ І / З ) « " 1 ) ( l ± ¿f ~1 - е х р ^ й " 1 )) φ О 
for every с > 0. G 
The Pj(y){\ < j < 3) may be chosen as analytic functions on V := 
{u G С I Rei/ > 0} \ {-(2/27)г, (2/27)ι} satisfying the conditions: 
(i) Re pi(u) < 0 < Re p2{v) < Re /)з(і/), Re и > 0,1m и > 0 
(ii) Re />ι(ι/) < 0 < Re р г И = Re рз(^), Re f > 0, Im ι/ = 0 
(iii) Re pi(u) < 0 < Re p3(u) < Re ргС^), Re ^ > 0, Im ι/ < 0 
(iv) lim ρι(ν) = lim ^ ( v ) = (1/3)»', 
ι/ - -(2/27)г ι/ - -(2/27)»' 
i/G t/G V 
Um р з И = -(2/3) i 
ι/ -» -(2/27)¿ 
i/G К 
(ν) lim Pi( i/)= lim рз(і/) = - ( 1 / 3 ) » , 
ι/ -» (2/27)г ι/ -> (2/27)»' 
i/G V ueV 
lim ^ ( ί ' ) = (2/3)»'. 
ι/ - (2/27)»' 
i/G V 
Since 
I (M") - Р 2 И ) 0 > І И - Р З И Г 1 I < ι 
for ι/ G {ζ G С I Re ζ > 0, Im г = 0} U {ζ G С | Re ζ - 0, Im ζ < 0} and 
Um I Ы " ) - РгИ) (/>іИ - РзИГ11 = 1 
I/ —• oo 
Re ι/ > 0, Im ι/ < 0 
we have as a consequence of the maximum principle for analytic functions: 
I ( Р І И - Р З И Н Р І И - РзИГ 11 < ι 
for ι/ G {ζ G С I Re ζ > 0, Im ζ < 0). We also have: 
{{Рз( ) - Р з И Н Р і И - Pai«/))"1 I Re ι/ > 0,lm !/ < θ} С С\[0,оо). 
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л И = -(2« + 1)(« + 2)- і И 
p3(v) = {t-l)(t + 2)-1pl(V). 
Thus 
1/3 = PI(V)P2(V) + Рг{ )Р2{ ) + Р З М Р І И = 
= -3( í a + í + l)(í + 2)-2pÍ(i/). 
Therefore Repi(i/) = Re ргС") = Re ^з(^) = 0. Hence и = m with 
-2/27 < α < 0. But for such ν we have: —t (paif) - p2{v)) < 0 and 
-i (pi{v) - рз(^)) > 0, so that (/>зИ - Psi")) ( M " ) - Р з И ) - 1 < 0, which 
contradicts the assumption. Thus 
μ — lm ( l o g d s H - Р з И К р і И - РзС")) - 1) 
is bounded on the set {z G С | Re г > 0, Im ζ < 0}. 
Let μ : (0,£o] -• С be such that Φ((,μ(ε)) = 0, Vf G (0,eo]. Setting 
v(e) := eV(f) - (2/27)», we have: Я(с,і/(с)) = 0, Ve G (0,fo]. As a 
consequence of Lemma 4.7 we have: Re f (e) > 0 Vf G (0, to]. Setting 
{ i/(f ) if Im i/(e) < 0 //(f) if Im i/(f ) > 0 
we have, since H(e,V) = H(e,v) for e > 0: 
Я(с,Р(е)) = 0, VfG(0,fo] 
and 
£(€) G {μ G С I Re μ > 0, Im /i < 0} \ {-2/27¿} , Ve G (0, о ] . 
Therefore 
(Рз И О ) - P2 WO)) exp (e" Vi И О ) ) + 
+ (Pi (ÍÍO) - Рз (i>(f))) exP ( f"V2 (і>(с))) + 




+ log ({рз (*(£)) - P2 (i>(0)) (Pi (Í>(É)) - Рз («>(£)))-1)) = 
= - 1 + (/>! (5(0) - /»2 (¿>(0)) (Pi (^(0) - Рз ( ^ O ) ) " 1 • 
•exp(e-1( /)3(¿>(0)-P2(i>(0))) 
€ { г е С | | г + 1 | < 1 ,
г
^ 0 } , Ve G (0, о] , 
since 
I (рг (¿>(0) - P2 (*(€))) (Pi ( í (0 ) - Рз ( ^ О ) ) " 1 I < 1 
and 
НА (рз (*(«))-Pa ( * ( 0 ) ) < 0 . 
Therefore the function 
e ^ Im(6-1(pi(¡>(0)-P2(í>(0)) + 
+ log ((рз (5(0) - P2 (i>(0)) (Pi (i>(0) - Рз (Р(О)Г 1 )) 
is bounded for e € (0,co]. Hence, Im (e -1 (pi (¿/(e)) - p2 (^(€)))) is bounded 
for € € (0, eo], too. Therefore 
(4.41) Im {ρ, (5(e)) - p2 (5(e))) = 0(e) for e I 0. 
We also have: 
ехр(е-1(/»2Ие))-Рз(»>(0))) = 
(p2 (5(0) - p3 (5(0)) (Pi (*(0) - Рз (5(f)))-1 · 
•expíe"1 (P. (¿>(e))-рзИ0))) + 
+ (Pi (5(0) - P2 (5(e))) (/>i (5(e)) - рз (5(e)))- 1. 
Since the functions 
ι/ -+ (p2(v) - рз(и)) (pi(v) - рз^))'1 
ν -* (Pi(v) - P2(v)) (pi(v) - Рз^))'1 
are bounded in {v G С | Re и > 0, Im ι/ < 0} and Re pi (f) < Re рз(і>) if 
Re ι/ > 0 and lm f < 0, we have: 
exp i e - 1 (p2(5(e)) -рз(5(е))п is bounded for e G (0,eo]. 
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Thus 
(4.42) Re (pa (¿/(e)) - p3 (<>(c))) = 0(f) for € 1 0. 
Using (4.41) and (4.42) we get: lim£lo ¿>(e) = -(2/27)t. Therefore i/(f) = v{e) 
or ¿/(e) = v{e) for € sufficiently small. Writing 
i/(e) = -{2/27)1 + Ä(e), Um Д(е) = О 
«io 
and using the equation 
( / ' , ( ^ ) ) ) 3 + (l/3)p,(i>(
e
)) + />(e) = 0, 
we find: 
/>! (i>(()) = (l/3)i - expiix^) (Ä(f)γΙ2 + О (Ä(£)) 
Λ
 ( ί ( 0 ) = (l/3)¿ + ехр(іт/4) (Ä(f))1/2 + О (Д(0) 
/із(і>(0) = -(2/3)і + О(Д(с)) 
as f J. 0. Using (4.41) and (4.42), we get: 
Im (exp(t1r/4) (Д(€))1/2) = 0(e) + О (Д(е)) 
Re (exp(«r/4) (Д(е)) г / 2) = 0(e) + О (Д(е)) 
as e J 0. Hence one finds: 
ехр(гх/4) (Д(е))1 / 2 = 0(e) + О ( Д(е)) as e I 0. 
Therefore we have (Д(е))1 / 2 = 0(e) as e | 0. Thus Я(е) = 0(e 2 ) as 
e | 0, and Д(е) := €-2Д(е) = e-2(i>(e) + (2/27)0 ¡s bounded for e € 




2μ~ιΙ2 ήΆ{ι~ιΙ2μιΙ2) + 0(e) as e | 0, where O(e) is uniform on the com­
pact subsets of C, and Rouché's theorem we reach the conclusion that there 
is а к 6 Ν* such that Д(е) = μ\ for e sufficiently small. If ¿>(e) = i'(e) for e 
sufficiently small we have: 
μ{€) = е - 2 И 0 + (2/27)0 = ^ Ш + (2/27)0 = fa) = /4· 
If ¿/(e) = v(e) for e sufficiently small we find: 
M(e) = е - 2 И е ) + (2/27)0 = г\Щ + (2/27)0 = 
= £-2(-(2/27)¿ + e2/2(e) + (2/27)0 = í"2 ((4/27)¿ + e 2 ^) = r£. 
Summarizing we have proved the following theorem: 
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Theorem 4.3 Let μ£ and r¿, defined by (4.36), be the eigenvalues of eigen-
value problem (4.25), (4.24). Further let /i(e),€ € (0,€o], be a continuous 
function satisfying the equation Φ(ε,μ(£)) = 0,Vc € (0,co]· Then there is a 
к € Ν* such that either μ(() — μ^ or μ(€) = τ£, provided that € is sufficiently 
small. 
Now we consider the following question: for which e > 0 does problem 
(4.25), (4.24) have purely imaginary eigenvalues? It turns out that for every 
t > 0 problem (4.25), (4.24) only has a finite number of purely imaginary 
eigenvalues (for most e this number will be zero) but there is a sequence 
ti > C2 > . . . > 0, €p | 0 as ρ —• oo such that the number of purely imagi­
nary eigenvalues of the corresponding eigenvalue problems goes to infinity. 
For i/ = m with -2/27 < α < 2/27 we may write ν = i(p3 - (l/3)p) 
with -1/3 < ρ < 1/3. The ^.(t/) (1 < г < 3) may be written in the following 
form: 
(4.43) P J H = ip 
(4.44) /52(1/) = -(1/2)гр+ (l/2)¿ ((4/3) - З р 2 ) 1 / 2 
(4.45) р з И = -(l/2)t"p - (l/2)t· ((4/3) - 3 p 2 ) 1 / 2 . 
Substituting (4.43)-(4.45) into (4.37), we get: 
Я(£,І/) = 
= г {-i ((4/3) - Зр 2) 1 / 2ехр(іе- )+ 
+ ( (3/2)¿p+(l /2)¿((4/3)-3p 2 ) 1 / 2 ) · 
• ехр ( - ( 1 / 2 ) « " ^ + (1/2)іе-1 ((4/3) - Зр 2 ) 1 / 2 ) + 
+ (-(3/2)гр+(1/2) і ( (4/3)-Зр 2 ) 1 / 2 ) . 
•ехр ( -( l /2)¿ e-1p - (l/2)¿e-1 ((4/3) - Зр 2 ) 1 / 2 ) } · 
• {((φ) - 3ρψ2 ((φ) - Зр*)}-1 = 
= {((4/3) - Зр 2 ) 1 / 2 ((1/3) - Зр 2 ) }" 1 ехр (-(1/2)ге-1р) · 




- c o s ( ( l / 2 ) £ - 1 ( ( 4 / 3 ) - 3 p 2 ) 1 / 2 ) ) + 
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+i (((4/3) - 3 p 2 ) 1 / 2 sin ((3/2)6-V) + 
-3psin((l/2)(-4(W)-3p*Y/2))}. 
Since ((4/3) - 3p 2 ) 1 / 2 > 3|p| for every -1/3 < ρ < 1/3, we have 
Л(е,і/) = 0 
iff 
(4.46) (3/2)£-1p = кж, (1/2)е-* ((4/3) - 3p 2 ) 1 / 2 = /π, 
Jt€ Z,/€N*,Jt = /(mod2). 
Thus a necessary condition for ρ in order to have i/ = i(p3 — (l/3)p) as a 
zero of H(e,i/) for some € > 0 is the following one: 
3 p ( ( 4 / 3 ) - 3 p 2 ) " 1 / 2 € Q n ( - l , l ) . 
Choosing q ζ Q П (-1,1), the equation 3p((4/3) - 3 p 2 ) " 1 / 2 = q is solved 
by 
(4.47) р = (2/ЗЖЗ +
 9
2 ) - 1 / 2 . 
Writing q = qi/q2,qi € Z , ^ € N*,|gi| < 92,(91,92) = 1, the conditions 
(4.46) are equivalent with: 
(4.48) 6 = π - 1 ((П9
г
)2 + 3(ті92)2) ,n G Ν',ηςγ Ξ 7192 (mod2). 
Thus with 9 G Q Π (-1,1), ρ given by (4.47),// = г(р3-(1/3)р) the equation 
H(e,v) = 0 is solved by every e satisfying (4.48). On the other hand, fixing 
e > 0, we have: 
H{t,v) = 0 has a purely imaginary solution ν 
iff 
the equation x2 + 3j/2 = (?rf)-2 has a solution (x, y) G Ζ χ Ν* 
satisfying | ι | < j/ and χ = j/(mod 2). 
In the latter case we have: H(e,i/) - 0 for и = г(р3 - (l/3)p) where ρ is 
given by (4.47) and 9 = x/y, i.e. 1/ = (2/27)ii(i2 - 9у2)(х2 + 3j/2)-3 / 2. 
Therefore 
μ = €-2(ί> + (2/27)0 = (2/27)¿7r2 (x(x2 - 9y2)(x2 + Зу 2 )" 1 / 2 + χ 2 + Зу2) 
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is a purely imaginary eigenvalue of eigenvalue problem (4.25), (4.24). Let 
t i > t j > . . . > 0, fp | 0 as ρ —> oo, be the sequence of all e > 0 such that 
the equation 
(4.49) i 2 + 3y2 = (Tri)"2 
has a solution ( 1 , y) € Ζ χ Ν* satisfying 
(4.50) |x| < y, χ = j/(mod 2). 
Let Пр be the number of solutions of (4.49), (4.50) with e = eP and denote 
these solutions by (хр,к,Ур,к)Л < к < Пр. Then there is a subsequence 
epi > CPJ > · • · > 0 such that limjt-n» Пр
к
 = +oo. Now we have proved the 
following theorem: 
T h e o r e m 4.4 Let ep,np,Xptk,yp,kA < к < Пр, be defined as hereabove. 
Then for each ρ Ç Ν* eigenvalue problem (4.25), (4.24) with e = tp pre­
cisely has Пр purely imaginary eigenvalues μ^(€ρ),1 < к < Пр, given by the 
formula: 
M c p ) = (2/27).V (zpA'lj, - 4k)«k + ЗУр2л)-1/2 + *2,* + Зз/2,,) , 
1 < к < Пр. 
Moreover there is a subsequence €p1 > 6p2 > . . . > 0, €pk [ 0 as к —• oo, such 
that limfc_00 Прк = +oo. 
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Chapter 5 
Remark on finite difference 
approximations 
5.1 The Cauchy problem 
Let Kh = hZ С R be the grid (lattice) with mesh-size h and let ^ be the 
shift operator on Нд to the left, ^ 1 being the shift to the right. Consider 
the following finite difference approximation in the space xi-variable of the 
operator dXQ + dXl : 
(5.1) Lh(dX0,Qh):=dX0+(2h)-1(QH-Ql1), x o € R , X i € R h . 
The fundamental solution ^ ( ^ o > ^ i ) of the Cauchy problem for L^ is given 
by the following expression: 
(5.2) Eh(xQ,xi) = {2кЬ,)~1 exp u / i - 1 ( -xos inu + xiu)J du. 
If | x i | < |xo| the asymptotic expansion of Eh is found, using the stationary-
phase method: 
(5.3) £ л ( х о , і і ) ~ 2Re iexp {гЬ-гф(х0,ц)) ¿ α η ( χ ο , χ ι ) Λ η - 1 / 2 J , 
where 
Μ Χ Ο , Ζ Ι ) = 2 " 1 / 2 • j r ~ 1 / 2 - ( x 2 - x J ) ~ 1 4 · exp(sgn(xo)iV/4), 
φ(χο,χι) = -sgn(xo)(xo - xì) + xia.Tccos(xi/xo). 
Eh is found to be exponentially small as h [ 0 for \xi\ > \x0\. Therefore 
(5.4) sing supp Eh = {(ΧΟ,ΧΙ) G R 2 | | x i | < |xo|}· 
Summarizing we have: 
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Theorem 5.1 The fundamental solution Eh of the Cauchy problem for Z/,, 
given by (5.1), is given by (5.2), its asymptotic expansion by (5.3) and its 
singular support by (5.4). 
5.2 The half-line 
Let R A I + = R + Π R/, and RJ" л = RJ" Π R^ where R f = {x € R 1 1 < 1}. 
Consider the following mixed problems for the operator Lh'. 
(5.5) 
Lh(dXot@h)ut(xo,xi) = 0, (χο,Χι) G R + x Rfc,+ , 
tij(0,afi) = 0, i i e R ^ , 
L « A ( I O , 0 ) = VO(IO), I O G R + , 
and 
(5.6) 
' ί-Λίθχο,Θ/,^ίΐο,ίΕι) = 0, (χο,χι) € R+ x R ^ j , 
' «л ( M i ) = 0 ' I i e R M ' 
. «л(а;о, 1) = νΊ(ΐο), io € R+. 
We seek the solutions ω£ and u^ of (5.5) and (5.6), which vanish for XQ < 0. 
Let P£(xo,xi) and ^ ^ ( ΐ ο , ΐ ι ) be the kernels of the operators, solving these 
problems, i.e. 
Uh(xo,xi) = / - ^ ( ^ o - Уо,хі)Фо(уо)ауо, (^ο,^ι) G R+ X RA,+ , 
Jo 
rxo 
u A ( a ; o , i i ) = / Ph (xo- Уо,Xi)Í'i(yo)dyo, (ΧΟ,ΧΙ) € R+ x RA 1. Jo ' 
Using the Fourier transform Ρ
Χο
->ξ0 one finds: 






)- 1 ƒ exp (ft"1 (iatofo + (*i - l ) l o g 0 _ (fo))) ¿ίο, 
where 
С 2 Ч І / 2 1/2 
θ ± ( 0 = - ¿ Í ± X ( - i , i ) (0 ( l - i2)' ± ¿ sgn(0 ( l - Χ ( - ι . ι ) ( 0 ) ( Γ - 1 ) 
Using the stationary-phase method for P£ one finds, for io > ^ i , as h { 0: 
oo 




δο(*ο,*ι) = 2 - 1 / 2 . 5 Γ - ι / 2 . β χ ρ ( - , · π / 4 ) . Ι ι . χ - 1 . ( χ 2 _ Ι 2 ) - ΐ Λ 
</>+(a;o,ii) = ( ΐ ο - ^ ι ) - ΐ ι arcsin(l - ι ΐ ι 0 ζ ) 
Р Д " ( І О , І І ) is exponentially small as Λ J. 0, for x0 < x j . 
Similarly one finds the asymptotic expansion of Ρ^(χο,χι) as Л i 0, for 
1 — χι < XQ: 
oo 
(5.10) Ρϊ(χ0,ζι) ~ 2 R e ( e x p ( l 7 l - V - ^ o , a r 1 ) ) X ; c „ ( x o , x i ) / í n - l / 2 ) , 
n=0 
where 
Co(xo,*i) = 2-1'2 • π " 1 / 2 · ехр(-г>/4) · («g - (1 - « , ) 2 ) " 1 7 4 · (1 - ц ) · Χρ1, 
1 /Э 
<Д_(хо,хі) = ( X Q - ( l - i i ) 2 ) + ( 1 - x i ) a r c c o s ( ( x i - I jxô 1 ) , 
whereas P¿"(xo,xi) is exponentially small as h J. 0 for XQ < 1 — Χχ. Thus 
one has: 
(5.11) s i n g s u p p P ^ = {(χο,χι) € R + X R ^ | x o > x i } , 
(5.12) sing supp P¿ = {(ΐο,χχ) € R + x R¡" |xo > 1 - ΐ χ } . 
Summarizing we have: 
T h e o r e m 5.2 The Poisson kernels P * , solving the mixed problems (5.5), (5.6), 
are given by (5.7), (5.8), their asymptotic expansions by (5.9), (5.10) and 
their singular supports by (5.11), (5.12). 
5.3 A finite interval 
The normalized eigenfunctions </>£ and eigenvalues λ£ (к £ Ν , 0 < ib < / і _ г ) 
of the eigenvalue problem: 







 U(0) = «(!) = 0 
are 
(5.14) 0¿(x) = \ /2exp (πι'χ(2/ι)~1) sin(7rJbx), 
(5.15) A¿ = iTT1 cos(nkh). 
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Therefore the Green kernel Gy, corresponding to the following mixed prob­
lem on a finite interval: ( Lh(dxo,Qh)uh(xo,xi) = f(xo,x\), (xo,x\) G R+ x U f t, 
щ(0,х1) = ф(хі), χι 6 Uh, 
•Uh(xo,0) = Ψο(χο), XQ € R+, 
щ(хо, 1) = ^ιί^ο). xo € R+ 
is given by the following expression: 
СЬ(хо,хиУі)= Σ ехр(-А£хо)^(хі)<#Ы. 
0 < * ; < f t - , 
For the solution of the problem: 
Lh(d
xo
,Qk)uh(xo,xi) = 0, (χο,ζι) € R + χ U^, 
щ(0,хі) = 0, xi e Ид, 
ω
Λ
(χο,0) = фоіхо), xo € R+, 
ил(хо, 1) = 0, io G R+, 
with VO(0) = 0, we write 
Uh(xo,X\) = {I - Χι)Ψο(χο) +
 л
(хо,а;і) 
where ид is the solution of: 
( Lhidxo^^Vhixo^xi) = /(χο,χι), (χο,χι) G R + x Vh, vk{0,xi) = 0, χι G Vh, 
Vh(xo,0) = Vh(xo,l) = 0, X O G R - H 
with 
f(xo,x\) = Фо(хо) - (1 - x\)(dXoil>o)(xo). 
Therefore 
Uh(xo,X\) = 
= (1 - χι)ψο{χο)+ 
tx° —^» 
+ / h V Gij{xo- yo,xi,i/i)f(yo,y\)dyo = 
Jo
 meuh 
= (1 -xi)VO(a;o)+ 
+ / ^ Σ Σ ^р{-Хк(хо-Уо))Фк(хі)Фк(Уі)пУо,Уі)ауо = 
= (1 -xi)V>o(zo)+ 
- ^ Σ Σ Фк(*і)ФНМ(1-Уі)М*о)+ 
yi€UhO<k<h-i 
+ r h Σ Σ e xP (- λ£ (^ - Уо)) ФІ(хі)ФІ(Уі)· 
0
 y,€i/*o<*<fc-» .(l + (l-y1)A¿)V>o(íft,)d!to = 
/ • i o 
= / Κυ(χο- Уо,х\)Фо(Уо)ауо, Jo 
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where the Poisson-kernel Р ^ is given by the following expression: 
(5.17) P+U(x0,xl) = 
= h Σ Σ exp(-Afco)¿E(xi)*í(yi)(l + (1 - Ï I ) A £ ) . 
ібС/пО<і<Л-1 
Similarly the solution ид of: 
¿ΛΟ^ο.ΘΟ^ίχο,Χι) = 0, (χο,χι) € R+ х Uh, 
«Α(Ο,ΧΙ) = 0, χι G Ufc, 
«Λ(ΪΟ,0) = 0, io € R+, 
l UA(XO, 1) = Ψι(χο), xo € R+, 
with ψ\(0) = 0, is given by: 
rxo 




χχο,*ι) = Α Σ Σ « р ( - Л І х о ) ^ ( х і ) ^ ( » і ) ( - 1 + УіАЙ). 
»iei/hO<Jfe<h-» 
In order to get asymptotic formulae for Р^ц we use the kernels P * , given 
by (5.7), (5.8), solving the mixed problems on the corresponding half-lines. 
Let η € N. Denote 
Û7I(&>,XI) := ^ χ 0 ^ ί ο ( Ρ ^ ( χ ο , Χ ι ) ) 








(ξο,1))* + Ι (/ίΑ«ο,0))*), 
fc=o 
η 





( ίο,*ι)Σ( α Λ(&,1))*(&Κο,0))* + 1 ) . 
Now one easily checks that Д^ and 5£ satisfy 
Lh(dx0,Qh)u(xo,xi) = 0 
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in R x U/,. Moreover AJJ, S^ vanish for XQ < 0 and 
Rnh(xo,0) = 6(x0) + rfco), 
5J(xo,0) = 0, 
5 i ( io , l) = Ä(xo) + *Х(*о), 
where 
= -(27ΓΛΓ1 / exp (/ι"1 (¿ίο*ο + (η + l ) l o g ( 0 + (&)) + 
"
, R
 - ( n + l)log(0_({o))))dfo. 
Using the saddle-point method one finds that r£ = sJJ is exponentially small 
as h I 0 for io < 2n + 2. Therefore, f^y has the same asymptotic expansion 
as Rfr and P^y has the same asymptotic expansion as S£ in the region 
{(xo,x\) € R.+ x \Jh\xo < 2n + 2}. Now one gets the asymptotic expansions 
of Pfru, again using the stationary-phase method: 
(5.19) Ρ +
ι / ( * ο , * ι ) ~ 
¿ 2 R e (exp(ifc-VÍ(xo,*i)) · £ б ; (^o^i + 2fc) V" 1/ 2 ) + 
n—1 / oo \ 
- 5 3 2R-e exp (¿Ä-Vif(a!o,*i)) • ^ C J (Χο'χι ' 2k ' l ) ^ - 1 ' 2 
¿=0 \ j = 0 / 
for ZQ + zi - 2 < 2n < io — i i , 
n - l / oo \ 
^ 2 R e (exp(»Ä-Vfc(*o,a;i)) - ^ М а * , * ! + 2Jfc)/iJ"1/2 + 
fc=o \ 3=° J 
n - l / oo \ 
- X ] 2Re exp ( г / Г ^ С х о , «ι)) · 5 3 ^ ( i 0 , i i - 2fc - l ) ^ " 1 / 2 
Jt=0 \ j = 0 / 
, for io - i i < 2n < io -I- i i , 
where 
<t>t(xo,xi) = Ф+(хо,хі + 2A;) - kn 
ф£(хо,хі) = ф~(хо,Х\ - (2k + I)) - (к + 1)π 
~ < 
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PfrU is exponentially small as h I 0 for io < i i . 
(5.20) Ρ^ΧΟ,ΧΙ)" 
ni oo \ 
^ ; 2 R e exp ( ¿Ä"Vi (*o,ari)) ^ с , (xo,*i - 2k)hJ-l/2 + 
k=o \ j=o / 
n—1 / oo 
- J ] 2R-e exp [ίΗ^φ^χο,χ^) J2bj (xo,Xi + 2* + l )/ i J - 1 / 2 
Jb=0 \ 3=0 
for io + zi > 2n + 1 > io - l i , 
¿ 2 R e (exp (»7г ;(*о,*і)) £ с , (*ο,*ι - 2*)Λ'"1/2 ] + 




- ¿ 2Re í exp (¿/i- ViTí^o, ^i)) • ¿ 6 J (*o, xi + 2fc + 1) /ι·'-1 
fc=0 \ J = 0 / 
, for io — i i > 2n + 1 > io + i i - 2, 
where 
(/»¿(ΐο,ΐι) = <Д~(ІО,ІІ - 2к) - кж 
V'fcixo, xi) = Ф+(хо,2і + 2к+1)-(к+ 1)π. 
Ρζ
υ
 is exponentially small as h { 0 for io + i i < 1. The functions 6j,Cj, j G 
Ν, are the same as in the asymptotic expansions of P^y, given by (5.9), 
(5.10). Thus we have: 
(5.21) sing supp Ρ£
υ
 = {(io,ii) € R+ x U \ XQ > i i } 
(5.22) sing supp P^y = {(ΐο,ΐι) € R ^ x F | i o + i i > 1}. 
Writing for the Green function: 
(5.23) G&(xo,ii ,yi)= Ы*о,Хі-Уі)+ 
- / Phu(xo - yoyXi)Eh(yo, -yi)dyo+ Jo 
- / Phu(xo - yo,Xi)Eh(yo, 1 - yi)dyo Jo 
one gets 
(5.24) sing supp Gy = {(io, i i ) 6 R^ χ V | | i i - yi | < io}. 
Summarizing we have: 
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T h e o r e m 5.3 All the eigenvalues of eigenvalue problem (5.13) are purely 
imaginary and are given by (5.15), the associated eigenfunctions by (5.14). 
The Poisson kernels Р^ц, solving the corresponding mixed problem (5.16), 
are given by (5.17), (5.18), their asymptotic expansions by (5.19), (5.20) and 
their singular supports by (5.21), (5.22). The Green kernel Gy is given by 
(5.23) and its singular support by (5.24). 
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Samenvatting 
De Korteweg-de Vries vergelijking is een niet-lineaire partiële differenti-
aalvergelijking die een wiskundig model vormt voor de beschrijving van de 
voortplanting van golven in water. In dit proefschrift worden linearisaties 
van de Korteweg-de Vries vergelijking bekeken, waarbij de dispersieve term 
klein wordt verondersteld. Voor de bijbehorende singulier gestoorde lineaire 
partiële differentiaalvergelijkingen worden in detail het Cauchy probleem en 
gemengde begin-randwaarde problemen op een halfrechte en een eindig in-
terval bekeken. De singulariteiten van de familie kernen, die deze problemen 
oplossen, worden onderzocht als f —• 0, waarbij de parameter e > 0 de mate 
van dispersie karakteriseert. Speciale aandacht wordt besteed aan het eigen-
waarde probleem voor het stationaire gedeelte van de differentiaaloperator 
op een eindig interval. Het blijkt dat de bijbehorende tijdsafhankelijke dif-
ferentiaaloperator, die dispersief is in geval van het Cauchy probleem, voor 
sommige termen in feite dissipatief wordt, dat wil zeggen gekarakteriseerd 
wordt door verlies van energie, terwijl voor andere dispersieve termen de 
dispersieve aard behouden blijft. 
In concreto worden in dit proefschrift de singulier gestoorde partiële dif-
ferentiaaloperatoren P±(e,dXo,dXi) := д
Хо
 + dXl ± f
2
^, bekeken, waarbij 
e > 0 een kleine parameter is, XQ de tijdvariabele en і
г
 de ruimtevariabele. 
In hoofdstuk 1 wordt het Cauchy probleem voor P~ onderzocht en wordt de 
singuliere drager van de fundamentele oplossing bepaald. Ook worden a pos­
teriori afschattingen voor de oplossingen van het Cauchy probleem verkre­
gen in termen van Sobolev-normen. De resultaten voor P+ zijn analoog. In 
hoofdstuk 2 wordt voor XQ > 0 een begin-randwaarde probleem op de half-
rechte {χι 6 R | i i > 0} bekeken voor P~ met coërcieve randvoorwaarden. 
Het begin-randwaarde probleem voor P+ is voor XQ > 0 niet goed gesteld. 
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt voor XQ > 0 een begin-randwaarde probleem op een 
eindig interval bekeken voor P~. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt het eigenwaarde 
probleem voor de operatoren Q ± ( f ,d x ¡ ) := ±dXl - f2^, bekeken. Voor Q+ 
vinden we dat, mits e voldoende klein is, alle eigenwaarden reëel en positief 
zijn. Bovendien divergeren deze eigenwaarden naar +00 als e —» 0. Daarom 
is de bijbehorende differentiaaloperator P~ dissipatief. Voor Q~ hebben we 
het volgende resultaat: er is een rij { fp j^n fp > 0,p = 1,2, . . .,Cp i 0 als 
ρ —• oo zodanig dat voor iedere £p zuiver imaginaire enkelvoudige eigenwaar­
den At(fp), 1 < к < Пр bestaan van het bijbehorende eigenwaarde probleem 
voor Q~. Bovendien geldt: limp-x» np = +00. Een quantum effect treedt 
op, waarbij de quantisatie wordt uitgedrukt door de kleine parameter e. 
In deze zin is de operator P+ (voor XQ < 0) dispersief. Tot slot wordt 
in hoofdstuk 5 een specifieke differentiaal-eindige differentie benadering van 
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de lineaire hyperbolische operator θχ0 + θχ1 bestudeerd. De singulariteiten 
van Green- en Poissonkernen worden onderzocht en eigenwaarden van het 
corresponderende eigenwaarde probleem worden bepaald. 
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